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Chapter Objectives
 To define retailing.
 To determine what do retailers do.
 To show why retailing is important to our society.
 To show what career and entrepreneurial
opportunities does retailing offer.
 To determine what types of decisions do retail
managers make.

WHAT IS RETAILING?
Retailing is the set of business activities that
adds value to the products and services sold
to consumers for their personal or family use.

WHAT IS RETAILING?
Often people think of retailing only as the sale of
products in stores, but retailing also involves the
sale of services.

The Retailer’s Role in a Supply Chain
A supply chain is a set of firms that make and
deliver goods and services to consumers.

Example of a Supply Chain

Manufacturer

Retailer

Wholesaler

Final
Consumer

The Retailer’s Role in a Supply Chain
Manufacturers typically design and make
products and sell them to retailers or
wholesalers.
Wholesalers engage in buying, taking title to,
often storing and physically handling goods in
large quantities and then reselling the goods
(usually in smaller quantities) to retailers or
other business.

The Retailer’s Role in a Supply Chain
Most supply chains feature some vertical
integration.
Vertical Integration means that a firm performs
more than one set of activities in the channel. (J.
Crew and Victoria’s Secret)
Backward Integration arises when a retailer
performs some wholesaling and manufacturing
activities.

The Retailer’s Role in a Supply
Chain
Forward
Integration
occurs
when
a
manufacturer
undertakes
retailing
and
wholesaling activities such as Ralph Lauren
operating its own retail stores.

Retailers Create Value
 Why are retailers needed?
 Wouldn’t it be easier and cheaper to buy
directly from manufacturers?

Retailers Create Value
These value-creating activities include:
(1) providing an assortment of products and
services;
(2) breaking bulk;
(3) holding inventory; and
(4) providing services.

Social Responsibility
Corporate
social responsibility
(CSR)
involves
an
organization
voluntarily taking responsibility for the
impact of its activities on its employees,
its customers, the community and the
environment.

Social Responsibility
 First stage – engage only in CSR
activities required by law.
 Second stage – go beyond required by
law to engage in CSR activities that
provide a short-term financial benefit to the
company.
 Third stage – operate responsibly
because they believe this is the “right
thing” to do.

Social Responsibility
 Fourth stage – engage in socially and
environmentally responsible actions because
they believe these activities must be done for
the “well-being” of everyone.

World’s Largest Retailers
Name of the
Company

Country of
Origin

2007 Retail
Sales (billion
dollars)

Countries of
Operation

Walmart Stores,
Inc.

U.S.

374,526

15

Carrefour S.A.

France

112,604

34

Tesco plc

U.K.

94,740

13

Metro AG

Germany

87,586

13

The Home
Depot, Inc.

U.S.

77,349

32

Employment
Retailing is one of the nation’s largest industries in
terms of employment. In the U.S., more than 29
million people were employed in retailing in 2007
(21% of the U.S. workforce).

STRUCTURE OF RETAILING AND
DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS AROUND
THE WORLD

Global Retailers
Retailers that focus on hard lines such as
consumer electronics, appliances and
furniture
experience
better
financial
performance than FMCG and apparel retailers.

Differences in Distribution
Channels
 The nature of retailing and distribution
channels around the world differs.
 Many U.S. retailers operate stores with
over 20,000 square feet and operate their
own warehouses, eliminating the need for
wholesalers.
 The Chinese and Indian distribution
systems are characterized by small stores
operated by relatively small firms and a
large independent wholesale industry.

Differences in Distribution
Channels
 In northern Europe, retailing is similar to
that in the United States, with high
concentration levels in some national
markets.
 Indian and European economic policies –
reduce unemployment by protecting small
businesses.

Differences in Distribution
Channels
Finally, retail productivity is reduced when
countries restrict the hours that stores can
operate.

OPPORTUNITIES IN RETAILING

Management Opportunities

Retail management is also financially
rewarding. Starting salaries are typically
between $35,000 to $55,000 for college
graduate entering management trainee
positions.

Entrepreneurial Opportunities

Retailing also provides opportunities for people who wish to start their
own business. Some of the world’s richest people are retailing
entrepreneurs.

Jeff Bezos (Amazon.com)
After his research uncovered that Internet usage
was growing at 2,300% annual rate in 1994,
Bezos, the 30 year old son of a Cuban refugee,
quit his job on Wall Street and left behind a
hefty bonus to start an Internet business.

Jeff Bezos (Amazon.com)
The company, Amazon.com is named after the
river that carries the greatest amount of water,
symbolizing his objective of achieving the
greatest volume of Internet sales.
It is now the largest online retailer with annual
sales over $20 billion – 3 times more sales than
the second largest online retailer.

THE RETAIL MANAGEMENT
DECISION PROCESS

Understanding the World of Retailing
 Retail managers need to know the
environment in which they operate before
they can develop and implement effective
strategies.
The critical environmental factors in the world
of retailing are (1) the macroenvironment and
the (2) microenvironment.

Competitors
 A retailer’s primary competitors are other
retailers that use the same type of store. This
competition between the same type of
retailers is called intratype competition.
When retailers offers merchandise not
typically associated with their type of store,
such as clothing in drugstore, the result is
scrambled merchandising.

Competitors
 Intertype competition exists between
retailers that sell similar merchandise using
different types of stores, such as discount and
department stores.

Customers

To develop and implement an effective
strategy, retailers must understand why
customers shop, how they select a store
and how they select among that store’s
merchandise.

Developing a Retail Strategy

 Retail strategy indicates how the retailer
plans to focus its resources to accomplish
its objectives.
 It identifies (1) the target market or
markets toward which the retailer will
direct its efforts; (2) the nature of the
merchandise and services the retailer will
offer to satisfy the needs of the target
market; and (3) how the retailer will build
a long-term advantage over its

Strategic Decision Areas
Definition of its market
 Financial status
 Location
 Organizational and human resource structure
 Information systems
 Supply chain organization
 Customer relationships

Implementing the Retail Strategy
 Retail mix is a set of decisions retailers
make to satisfy customer needs and
influence their purchase decisions.
Elements in the retail mix include the
types of merchandise and services
offered, merchandise pricing, advertising
and promotional programs, store design,
merchandise display, assistance to
customers provided by salespeople and
convenience of the store’s location.

Ethical and Legal Considerations
 Ethics are the principles governing individuals
and companies that establish appropriate
behavior and indicate what is right and wrong.
 When you view your firm’s policies or
requests as improper, you have three choices.

Ethical and Legal Considerations
Ignore your personal values and do what your
company asks you to do.
Take a stand and tell your employer what you
think.
 Refuse to compromise your principles.

Checklist for Making Ethical Decisions
 Would I be embarrassed if a customer found
out about this behavior?
 Would my supervisor disapprove of this
behavior?
 Would most coworkers feel that this
behavior is unusual?
 Am I about to do this because I think I can
get away with it?

Checklist for Making Ethical Decisions
 Would I be upset if a company did this to
me?
 Would my family or friends think less of
me if I told them about engaging in this
activity?
 Am I concerned about the possible
consequences of this behavior?

Checklist for Making Ethical Decisions
 Would I be upset if this behavior or activity
was publicized in a newspaper article?
Would society be worse off if everyone
engage in this behavior or activity?

Types of Retail Formats
 Store retail
 Non-Store Retail

Types of Store Retail
 Department Stores
 Specialist Stores
 Categories Killers
 Convenience Stores

 Supermarkets, Superstores and Hypermarkets
 Catalogue Shops
 Discount Stores

 Factory Outlets

Department Stores
 A department store is a multi-level store (at one time six or

seven stories were common, but today there tend to be
from two to three stories).
 Department stores offers width and depth in theproduct
range so that almost every shopping need can bemet.
 Department stores in principal cities around the world are
not only retailers; they also act as tourist attractions and
sources of entertainment.

Specialist Stores
 Specialist stores are smaller, in line with the size ofthe

product range offered.
 The majority of stores found in shopping centres or
central retail areas are specialist stores.
 Specialist store targets a narrowly defined customer
market segment.

Category Killers
 The term category killer, which originated in the USA
 Category Killers is described as a large specialist retailer

that is typically found in an out-of town or edge-of-town
retail park or site.

Convenience
Stores
 Convenience Stores generally apply this criteria to this format:
 self service.
 1,000-3,000 sq ft selling area.

 Parking facilities.
 Open 7 days a week.
 A wide range of goods.

 Supermarkets, Superstores & Hypermarkets a store concept

imported from the USA in the twentieth century.

 It is based on principal method ‘every day goods'.
 Instead of requesting products over a counter, It allowed the

customer to get involved with the product prior to purchase.

 The space and labour-saving factors allowed retailers to offer

a wider choice of product at lowerprices.

 Supermarkets,

superstores and hypermarkets can be
considered in the same 'family' of retail format, in that the
stores are self-service

Catalogue Stores
 In Catalogue Stores very little product is displayed in the outlet in

comparison to the range as awhole.
 The catalogues are available for customers to browse through.

 In today's era of flexible shopping methods, the catalogue shop is a

cost-effective way.
 The format, however, introduces some problems in terms of product

interaction and display, because of the reliance on the catalogue for
representation rather than 'real' products.

Discount Stores
 A discount store is a retailer that sells merchandise at a price

level that is lower than 'typical high-street stores'.
 Discount Stores uses an everyday low pricing policy, where
prices remain constantly low, rather than a high-low pricing
policy where prices only drop at promotion times.

Factory Outlets
 Factory outletretailers offer customers a range of seconds-

quality and/or previous season's goods.
 Factory outlets gives manufacturers and retailers an
opportunity to sell off unwanted merchandise without
damaging the image of the main product or retail brand,
 It allows accessibility to customers who might not normally
be able to afford the brands.

Types of Non-Store Retail
 Mail Order

 Direct Selling
 Personal Retailing
 Telesales
 Internet Retailing

Mail Order
 Mail order retailers rely on printed media as the basis for

their format.
 Catalogues are sent to consumers who order from the
catalogue either by telephone, by post oronline.

Direct Selling
 Direct selling is the term used to describe one-to-one

proactive offers from producers to consumers.

Personal Retailing
 Under Personal Retailing sellers not only earn

commission on sales, but also on the people they
persuade to join the organization.

Telesales
 Product offerings are made by a personal telephone

call from a seller to aconsumer.
 The telephone is a common method of consumer
response to non-store retail offerings and so withcall
centers playing an increasingly major part in many
retail transactions.

International Retail: At a Glance
One of the world’s largest industry
exceeding US $ 9 trillion
47 Global Fortune 500 companies &
25 Asia's Top 200 companies are
retailers

3%
8%

2%

9%
38%

Dominated by developed countries.
US, EU & Japan constitutes 80% of
world retail sales

Biggest player in India, Pantaloon’s
total group sales is about equal to 2
Wal-Mart super centers annual
revenues

13%
27%

USA
India

EU
Russia

Japan
Others

China

Internet Retailing
 The internet provides a channel of discovery for



the
consumer, and a way of providing home shopping services
for a wider target market for theretailer.
The internet is also an efficient homeshopping device,
enabling time-poor or less mobile consumers to order and
take delivery of routinely purchased items such as basic
groceries and household items.

Retail Landscape in India
Indian Retail - dominated by unorganized sector

Approximately 2 million Mom and Pop Shops
Share of organized retail sector is only 4.6%
FDI in the retail sector not permitted to protect local
retailers (excepting for single brand & cash and carry
formats. In this FDI is 51%.)

Indian retail sector is one of the least concentrated in the
world.
The top five companies hold a combined market share
of less than 2%
India is third largest market in Asia and Oceania, behind
Japan and China.

Retail consumption by categories

In Rs 00 crores

Indian retail is dominated by food & grocery which contributes > 65% of Rs 9.3t
retail market, almost 99% of this is dominated by kirana stores.

Global Players

USA=US$2,350Bn

UK=US$406Bn

China=US$313Bn

Highly evolved US market has Wal-Mart taking only 8% market share
UK market has Tesco with only 13.4% market share
China market still does not have a clear leader

Big players retail in India
Future group- Big bazaar, Food bazaar, Pantaloons etc.
Reliance retail- marks & spencer
RPG group- spencer
Bharti-walmart
Tata Tesco- star bazaar

Small players retail in India
Parsvnath retail
Vishal mega mart retail
Shoppers’stop

SWOT analysis
Strengths
Emerging retail formats like malls, hyper/supermarkets
and specialty stores
Indian consumers have high disposable incomes
Large number of earning young population.
Growth of real-estate and Improvement in infrastructure.
Huge agricultural sector offering an abundance of raw
materials.

Weaknesses
Demographic differences
Presence of a significant number of strong and wellestablished players
Relatively small domestic market limits growth opportunities
High real-estate and distribution cost are the obstacles for
growth of retail in India

Opportunities

Increasing awareness of consumers about products and services
Changing consumers’ requirements and lifestyles
Innovation for new product development

Private label sector has been boosted by economic downturn

Threats
Economic slowdown is having an adverse effect on
consumer spending.
Rigid government policies and regulations restrict the
entry of new players.
Price competition among retailers puts downwards
pressure on margins.
Entry of International players in Indian markets consumes
the share of Indian retailers

FDI
Foreign direct investment (FDI)
FDI refers to capital inflows from abroad that is
invested in or to enhance the production capacity of
the economy
It usually involves participation in management, jointventure, transfer of technology and expertise

FDI policy with regard to India
FDI up to 100% for cash and carry wholesale trading
and export trading allowed under the automatic route
FDI up to 51 % with prior Government approval (i.e.
FIPB) for retail trade of ‘Single Brand’products

FDI is not permitted in Multi Brand Retailing in India

Global players – Eye on India
Global players plans to have their presence
in India
Wal- Mart has already signed a JV with
Bharti Enterprises to set up stores

Tesco has a service center in Bangalore.
Metro AG has cash & carry stores .
The Govt. of India currently allows a
foreign player to enter the market in JV
with an Indian partner

More global luxury brands to enter India.

Retailing: Facts and Trends
Internet Retailing is Huge

Recession is hurting the high end
Category killers usually dominate either on price,
selection, store appearance or, better yet, all three

ONLINE RETAILING
A type of electronic commerce used for business-to-

consumer (B2C) transactions and mail order,
are forms of non-shop retailing.
Divided in to 2 parts:

1. B2C
2. B2B

B2C
Business that sells products or provides services to
end-user consumers.
Business-to-consumer activity exists both online
and offline, the acronym B2C has primarily been
used to describe the online variety.

B2B
Business-to-business (B2B) describes commerce
transactions between businesses, such as between
a manufacturer and a wholesaler, or between a wholesaler
and a retailer.
While almost any B2C product or service could also be a
B2B product, very few B2B products or services will be
used by consumers.

Customers
Online customers must have access to the internet
and a valid method of payment in order to
complete a transaction.
Generally, higher levels of education, occupation
of the head of the household and income
correspond to more favorable perceptions of
shopping online.
Increased exposure to technology also increases
the probability of developing favorable attitudes
towards new shopping channels.

Payment
•Billing to mobile

phones and landlines
•Cash on delivery
•Cheque
•Debit card
•Electronic money
•Gift cards
•Postal money order
•Wire transfer
•Invoice

Challenges
Automatic approval is not allowed for foreign investment in
retail.
Regulations restricting real estate purchases, and cumbersome
local laws.
Taxation, which favour’s small retail businesses.
Absence of developed supply chain and integrated IT
management.
Lack of trained work force.
Low skill level for retailing management.
Lack of Retailing Courses and study options
Intrinsic complexity of retailing – rapid price changes, constant
threat of product obsolescence and low margins.

CONTRIBUTION TO INDIAN
GROWTH
Retailing in India is one of the pillars of its
economy and accounts for 14 to 15 percent of its
GDP.
The Indian retail market is estimated to be US$
450 billion and one of the top five retail markets in
the world by economic value.
India is one of the fastest growing retail market in

the world, with 1.2 billion people.

EMPLOYMENT GENERATION
India's retail and logistics industry employs
about 40 million Indians (3.3% of Indian
population).
Company’s coming in after FDI will create 10
mn jobs subsequently.

UNIT -II
Consumer Behaviour And Retail Operations

 The Term consumer behaviour is
defined as the behaviour that
consumers display in searching
of, purchasing, using, evaluating
and disposing of products and
services that they expect will
satisfy their needs.
 Consumer Behaviour focuses on
how individuals make decisions
to spend their available resources
(time,
money,
offers)
on
consumptions – related items.
That includes w/h questions
about buying patterns.

Why Need to Study Consumer
Behaviour ?

Because
no
longer
we
customer/consumer for granted,

take

the

Many variables will influence the way
consumption patterns differ. There will change
based upon the different types of retailers in
the market place and the way individuals have
learnt to approach purchase opportunities.

Needs, Wants and Demand Functions For the
Purchase
Process
Motivation
Characteristics
Needs

Basic human requirements. That pre-exit with
consumer i.e. need air, food, water, clothing,
and shelter to survive.

Wants

Needs becomes wants when they are directed
to specific objects that might satisfy the needs.
i.e. consumer needs food but may want a
hamburger.
Demands are wants for specific products
backed by an ability to pay.

Demands

Purchase Process
The purchase process has been influenced by
marketers to ensure that products and brands
are chosen to create a social comparison
between the purchaser and others.
Retail Service

Merchandise /
Visibility Offer

Other Stimuli
(Marketing / Friends
etc)

Person or Group making
purchase decision (Buyer
characteristics
and
evaluation criteria)

Product purchased or
not purchased (buying
roles as to product
choice, brand choice,
timing of purchase, cost
alternative sough

Time taken to Shop:- There are differences in the
type of shopping behaviour embarked upon.
i.e. sometimes a shopping trip is merely a
functional or complex activity whereas at other
times it will be a leisure activity.
Model of Time related shopping expeditions:
Functional (Time Efficient)
activity)

Complex (Time Required)

Leisure (Time rich

Focused Predetermined ……Pre-planned/researched…….Emphasis on browsing
Routine habitual action
higher risk
and serendipity

Retail fashion buying process; Snyder and Fromkin (1980):
Humans strive towards individuality (uniqueness) and conformity in
appearance
There are three theoretical approaches that may explain the way by which
adoption processes for fashion occur in retailing:
1. Trickle- down theory: New and innovative fashions and styles originate
for the Higher Classes and passed down through middle classes,
2.

Trickle –up theory: A process of fashion and style creation by lower
socio-economic groups which is followed by the upper classes prior to
being adopted by the middle classes.

3. Trickle –across theory: Fashion and style can originate in any one of the
social classes. Opinion leaders of any group can take up the fashion
development then that fashion and style is more likely to be adopted.

Retail Buying
Roles

• Choices over purchase are subject to a vast
number of forces acting collectively.
Buyer Role Characteristics
Initiator

First individual who suggest product/service should be
evaluated/purchased,

Influencer

Provides views and advice which are valued by others and
can subsequently influence the final decision,

Decider

The individual who will take the decision in the buying
process as to w/h to buy (Store choice) etc.

Buyer

The individual who actually makes the purchase

User

The individual who consumes or uses the service/product

Kelly and Stephen (1967) identified
Eight dimensions in Retail store
1. General Store Characteristics (reputation, number of
choice:
stores),
2. Physical characteristics of the store (decor,
cleanliness, checkout services),
3. Convenience of reaching the store,
4. Products offered (variety, dependability, quality),
5. Price charged by the store (value, special sales),
6. Store personal (courteous, friendly, helpful),
7. Advertising by the store (informative, believable,
appealing) and
8. Friends perception of the store (well known, liked,
recommended).

COMPARISON OF BEHAVIOURIST AND
Behaviourist (One who study
Cognitivist
(the part of mental
COGNITIVIST
APPROACHES
behaviour of human): Observed behaviour is all
important,
 Behaviour is predictable,
 People are information
transmitters,
 People are all alike,
 Behaviour is rational,
 Human characteristics can be
studied independently,
 Emphasis is on what a person is
and does,
 Behaviour can be understood.

functions that deals with logic as
opposed to affective which deals
with emotions) : What goes on in a person’s mind
is the key to comprehension,
 Behaviour is not predictable,
 People are information
generators,
 Each person is unique,
 Behaviour is irrational,
 People must be studied as a
whole,
 Emphasis is on what person can
be,
 Behaviour can never be
completely understood.

Decision Making Process
The Engel – Kollat – Blackwell
(EKB) Model: Perception and
Learning based
 Problem
Recognition/arousal,
 Internal search – Alternative
Evaluation,
 External Search –
Alternative Evaluation,
 Choice /Purchase,
 Outcomes as dissonance or
satisfaction

• Leon G shiffman &
Lasile L Kanuk:
• Need Recognition,
• Pre-purchase search,
• Evaluation of
Alternatives
• Purchase:
• Trail
• Repeat Purchase
• Post Purchase
Evaluation,

• The environmental factors such as cultural norms
and values, motives etc. which influence these
stages are important. The model incorporates
influence which moves from the general to the
specific, which is from the macro level (reference
group, social class, norms) to the micro level (belief,
intention, attitude).

Seth’s Family Model of Behaviour for Decision
Making
Sources of Information

Pre
disposition of
Father

Mass Media

Overt Search
Display
Word of
Mouth

Sensitivity Of
Information

Perceptual
Bias

Buying
motives

Pre
disposition of
Mother

Evaluative
Beliefs

Pre
disposition of
Other
members

Members
Autonomous
Decision

Family
Household
Unit

Joint Decision

Family Buying
Decisions

Retail Buying Process : Eight - Stage Model
8. Post Purchase feeling /
Behaviour

7. Purchase Action
6. Decision
5. Evaluation of Alternatives

4. Search of Information and
Identification of Alternatives
3. Level of Involvement
2. Recognition of the Need
1. Need Arousal

Kind of Risk at Retail Products :
 Economic Risk : i.e. Value of Product, Financial risk
 Physical Risk: i.e. Fear through products (electrical,
Medicines)
 Psychological Risk: i.e. Product image which reflects
personality
 Performance Risk: i.e. Desired Expectations from Retail
products

Influences on the Consumption
Process


Energizers of Demand: Forces of motivation that lead a
potential consumer to decide upon a shopping visit or to
seek out a product.

 Filterers of Demand: Factors which affects for buying i.e.
Economic factors (social class and disposable income),
sociological factors (reference group) and psychological
factors (perception of risk, personality, attitudes).


Effecters: an effecter could be the position, display and type
of merchandise which creates an impulse purchase.

 Roles: (family influence, cultural influence)

1.

Energizers or motivational forces (Tauber, 1972:
sixShopping
categories
behaviour)
Roleutilize
Playing:
mayof
bepersonal
learned and
expected

behaviour pattern,
2.
Diversion: shopping may provide an escape from the
daily routine,
3.
Self-gratification: Helps to afford pleasure, satisfaction,
enjoyment, delight etc.
4. Learning about new trends: i.e. fashion
5. Physical Activity: i.e. Physical exercise
6. Sensory stimulation: i.e. light, color, sounds, scents etc.

Social Motives behind Shopping
1. Social Experience Outside the Home:
2. Communication with others having a similar interest:
3. Peer group attraction:
4. Status and authority:
5. Pleasure of Bargaining:
Patronage of Retail Outlet:
 Convenience,
 Reputation,
 retail Environment Characteristics,
 Service encounter expectations,
 Expectations of the merchandise,
 Expectations of Value.

The Motivation Process
• Motivation refers to the process that leads people
to behave as they do
• It occurs when a need is aroused
• The ad shows desired state and suggests a solution
(purchase of equipment)

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

Market Segmentation
Geographic

Region, City, Rural and Semi urban areas

Demographic

Age, Family size, Gender, Income,
Occupation, Education

Psychographic Socio Economic Classification (SEC),
Lifestyle, Personality
Behavioral

Occasions, Benefits, User status, Usage rate,
Loyalty status, Readiness stage, Attitude
toward product

SOCIO – ECONOMIC CATEGORIES
A.Upper middle class : higher managerial/administrative or
professional e.g. doctor, director
B.Middle Class : Intermediate manager / administrative or
professional
C1. Lower Middle Class : Supervisory / clerical / junior
managerial / administrative
C2. Skilled working Class: Skilled Manual worker
D. Working Class: Semi skilled or unskilled worker
E.Lowest level of subsistence: Pensioners, casual worker,
widows and others

Role and Family Influence
As the fundamental social unit of
group formation in society, the
influence on retail demand is
extremely important.
The concept of family life cycle
(FLC) helps to understand how
situation specific life stage
condition exert a great influence
on buying behaviour. The FLC is
not just a progression by phase or
age but
represents likely
fluctuations in disposable income
and
changes
in
social
responsibilities.

Wells and Gubar (1966) conceptualized the Life
Cycle of Families in USA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Bachelor Stage,
Newly married couples,
The Full Nest - 1,
The Full Nest – 2,
The Full Nest – 3,
The Empty Nest – 1,
The Empty Nest -2,
The Solitary survivor – 1,
The Solitary survivor – 2,

The role of children in the
consumer behaviour
process
The child eventually becomes
a dominant force in certain
purchasing
decision.
Companies target children at
an early age so as to build
brand loyalty. i.e. Teeth
related product, their TV Ad,
Noodles, Biscuits Ad etc.

Social Influence / Reference Group
The family may introduce political ideas and consumer
attitude to purchasing to the children. However, the
reference group of the individual is just as important.
Purchases take place on the basis of thinking about the way
purchase may help provide status within the group, how
the purchaser may need to consider other members and
what messages the purchase communicates to those from
whom and individual wants recognition and acceptance.

Types of Reference Group
1. Primary
Reference Group:
i.e.
family, close
friends, co- workers,
2. Secondary
Reference Group: i.e.
Formal contact but less continuous –
Club members
3. Aspirational
Group:
i.e. Influence
with
personality
and consider a
member,
4. Dissassociative
Group:
i.e.
individual
does notwant
to be

UNIT - III
• RETAIL STRATEGY
• RETAIL MIX

RETAIL STRATEGY
A retail strategy would mean a clear and definite plan that the
retailer outlines to tap the market and build a long-term
relationship with the consumer.

WHY RETAIL STRATEGY??
•
•
•

•

•
•

It provides rough analysis of requirement for different
types of retailing
It outlines the goals of the retailer
Firm learns how to differentiate
Retailer studies the legal, economic and competitive
environment
Firm’s total efforts are coordinated
Crises are anticipated and often avoided.

STEPS INVOLVED IN
DEVELOPING A
RETAIL STATEGY

STEPS IN DESIGNING RETAIL
STRATEGY

KEY ELEMENTS IN RETAIL
STRATEGY
Target Market
the mark et segment(s) toward which the retailer
plans to focus its resources and retail mix

Retail Format
the n atu re of the retailer’s
operations—its retail mix

Sustainable Competitive
Advantage
a n advantage over the

competition
© image100 Ltd

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING A
TARGET MARKET
Attractiveness -- Large,
Growing, Little
Competition More
Profits
Consistent with Your
Competitive
Advantages

Rim Light / PhotoLink / Getty Images

SOURCES OF COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE
M ore S u s t a i n a b l e

Location
Customer Loyalty
Customer Service
Exclusive Merchandise
Low Cost Supply Chain
Management
Information Systems
Buying Power with
Vendors
Committed Employees

Less S u s t a i n a b l e

• Better Computers
• More Employees
• More Merchandise
• Greater
Assortments
• Lower Prices
• More Advertising
• More Promotions
• Cleaner Stores

DEFINE THE MISSION OR THE
P U R P O S E OF THE ORGANISATION
The mission statement is a statement of the long term purpose
of the organization.
A retailer’s mission statement would normally highlight the
following elements:
•The products and services that will be offered
•The customers who will be served
•The geographic areas that the retailers chooses to be in
•The manner in which the firm intends to compete in its
chosen markets

SOME RETAILER’S MISSION
STATEMENTS
•

SHOPPER’S STOP: To be a global retailer in India , & to
FUTURE
GROUP: We share the vision
maintain the no 1 position in the Indian market in the
and belief
department store category.

that by improving our performance through
innovative
spirit and
dedication, we shall serve our customers and
stake holders satisfactorily.
• OYZTERBAY: Our mission is to build a
company that is a significant and
profitable
player in the business of adornment. To do so,

SOME RETAILER’S MISSION STATEMENTS…
J.C. Penney Vision Statement:
"JCPenney is executing a strategic Long Range
Plan that consists of four integrated strategies
aimed at building a deeper, more enduring
relationship with our customers, increasing the
engagement and retention of our Associates, and
delivering industry leading financial performance to
our shareholders."

Wal-Mart Stores Mission Statement:
"Wal-Mart’s mission is to help people save money
so they can live better."

SOME RETAILER’S MISSION STATEMENTS…..
Sears Holdings Mission Statement:
"To grow our business by providing quality
products and services at great value when and
where our customers want them, and by building
positive, lasting relationships with our customers."
Sears Holdings Vision Statement:
"To be the preferred and most trusted resource for
the products and services that enhance home and
family life."

SOME RETAILER’S MISSION STATEMENTS…..
Macy's Mission Statement:
"Our goal is to be a retailer with the ability to see
opportunity on the horizon and have a clear path
for capitalizing on it. To do so, we are moving
faster than ever before, employing more
technology and concentrating our resources on
those elements most important to our core
customers. "
Macy's Vision Statement:
"Our vision is to operate Macy's and
Bloomingdale's as dynamic national brands
while focusing on the customer offering in each
store location."

SOME RETAILER’S MISSION STATEMENTS…..
Home Depot Mission Statement:
"The Home Depot is in the home improvement
business and our goal is to provide the highest
level of service, the broadest selection of products
and the most competitive prices."

OWNERSHIP & MANAGEMENT
ALTERNATIVES
A sole proprietorship is an retail firm owned by one person
A partnership is an retail firm owned by two or more
persons, each with a financial interest
A corporation is a retail firm that is formally incorporated
under state law; it is a legal entity apart from its officers

CHECKLIST FOR NEW BUS INES S

CHECKLIST FOR PURCHASING AN
EXISTING RETAIL BUSINESS

ELEMENTS IN A SITUATION AUDIT

MARKET FACTORS
Market s i ze – large markets attractive to large
retail firms
Grow th – typically more attractive t h a n mat ure
or declining
S eason al i ty – can be a n issue as resources are
necessary during peak season only
B u s i n e s s c y c l e s – retail markets can be affected
by economic conditions – military base towns

COMPETITIVE FACTORS
Barriers to entry
Scale economies of big box retailers
Service and unique, high-end products of small
retailers

Bargaining power of vendors
Markets are less attractive when only a few vendors
control the merchandise sold within it

COMPETITIVE FACTORS
Competitive rivalry
Defines the frequency and intensity of reactions to
actions undertaken by competitors
Conditions leading to intense rivalry: a large number
of same size retailers, slow growth, high fixed costs, a
lack of perceived differences between competing
retailers

QUESTIONS FOR
ANALYZING THE ENVIRONMENT
New developments or changes -- technologies,
regulations, social factors, economic conditions
Likelihood changes will occur
Key factors determining change
Impact of change on retail m arket firm,
competitors

PERFORMING A SELF-ANALYSIS
At what is our company good?
In which of these areas is our company better
t h a n our competitors?
In which of these areas does our company’s
unique capabilities provide a sustainable
advantage or a basis for developing one?

Stockbyte/Punchstock Images

STRATEGIC ALTERNATIVES
MARKET SEGMENTS

EXISTING

NEW

EXISTING

Market
Penetration

Market
Development/
Expansion

NEW

Retail Format
Development

Diversification

RETAIL FORMATS

Igor Ansoff matrix for growth opportunities for a retailer

MARKET PENETRATION
INCREASE THE BASKET SIZE
INCREASE THE CUSTOMERS
INCREASE THE PURCHASE FREQUENCY

MARKET DEVELOPMENT
NEW MARKET SEGMENTS WITH EXISTING FORMATS

NEW CUSTOMER BASE

EXAMPLE: Mc DONALDS

RETAIL FORMAT
DEVELOPMENT
INTRODUCING NEW FORMATS
FOR EXISTING CUSTOMERS
EG. CROSSWORDS OPENING SMALLER FORMAT
STORES BY THE NAME OF CROSSWORDS CORNER.
CCD OPENING CCD EXPRESS

RETAIL FORMAT DEVELOPMENT
Develops a new retail format with a different
retail mix for the same target ma r k e t
Multi-channel retailing
UK based TESCO:
Tesco Express: small stores located close to
where customers live a n d work
Tesco Metro: bring convenience to city
center location by specializing in ready-toeat meals
Tesco Superstores: traditional stores
Tesco Extra: one-stop destination with the
widest range of food a n d non-food products

DIVERSIFICATION
NEW RETAIL FORMATS DIRECTED AT NEW MARKET
SEGMENTS BY DEVELOPING NEW PRODUCTS

EG ITC GOING INTO APPAREL AND NOW INTO
GREETING CARDS.

SET OBJECTIVES
Objectives helps mould a strategy and translates the
organisational mission into action.

These objectives can be:
sales (growth, market share)
profit (level, ROI, efficiency)
satisfaction of publics (stockholders and consumers) and
image (customer and industry perception).

POSITIONING APPROACHES
Mass Retailer is a positioning approach whereby retailers
offer a discount or value-oriented image, a wide or deep
merchandise selection, and large store facilities

Differentiated Retailer positioning approach is when
retailer segments the customers in clusters and targets each
segment with a different approach
Niche retailer approach is when retailers identify specific
customer segment and deploy unique strategies to address
the desires of those segment rather than the mass market

IMAGE AND POSITIONING

An image represents
how a given retailer is
perceived
by consumers and others

SELECTED RETAIL
POSITIONING STRATEGIES

IDENTIFICATION OF CONSUMER
CHARACTERISTICS AND NEEDS
Strategic
Implications

Mass
marketing

Concentrated
Marketing

Differentiated
Marketing

Retailer’s
Location
Goods/
Services

near a large

near a small or medium

near a large

population base

population base

population base

wide assortment

deep assortment of high

distinct goods/services

of medium quality quality or low quality items aimed at each segment

items

Price
Orientation
Strategy
Promotion
Efforts

popular prices

High or Low

High, Medium and

Low
General

mass advertising

Specific
Direct mail/

Specific
Different Media for

subscription

each segment

MACY’S RETAIL MIX
Customer
Service

Store Design
And Display

Location

Retail Strategy

Communication
Mix

Pricing

Merchandise
Assortment

MACY’S RETAIL MIX
Location Strategy

Enclosed Malls

Customer
Service
Store Display
And Design

Communication Pricing
Mix

Merchandise
Assortment

MACY’S RETAIL MIX
Assortment Strategy

Customer
Service Location

Store Design
and Display

Communication
Pricing
Mix

Many Items in
Apparel and
Soft Home

MACY’S RETAIL MIX
Location
Customer
Service

Pricing Strategy
Merchandise
Assortment

Store Design
and Display

Communication
Mix

Moderate with
Frequent Sales

MACY’S RETAIL MIX
Customer
Service Location

Communication Mix

Store Design
And Display

Merchandise
Assortment

Pricing

TV, Newspaper Ads
and Special Events

MACY’S RETAIL MIX
Store Design and Display

Customer
Service Location

Ring with Displays

Merchandise
Assortments

Communication
Pricing
Mix

MACY’S RETAIL MIX
Customer Service
Modest
Location
Merchandise
Assortment
Store Design
and Display

Pricing

Communication
Mix

WAL-MART’S RETAIL MIX
Customer
Service

Store Design
And Display

Location

Retail Strategy

Communication
Mix

Pricing

Merchandise
Assortment

WAL-MART’S RETAIL MIX
Location Strategy

Free-standing Stores

Customer
Service
Store Display
And Design

Communication
Pricing
Mix

Merchandise
Assortment

WAL-MART’S RETAIL MIX
Assortment Strategy

Customer
Service Location

Store Design
and Display

Communication
Pricing
Mix

Large Number
of Categories
Few Items
in Each Category

WAL-MART’S RETAIL MIX
Location
Customer
Service

Pricing Strategy
Merchandise
Assortment

Store Design
and Display

Communication
Mix

Low, EDLP

WAL-MART’S RETAIL MIX
Customer
Service Location

Communication Mix
Store Design
and Display

Merchandise
Assortment

Pricing

TV and Newspaper
Insert Ads

WAL-MART’S RETAIL MIX
Store Design and Display

Customer
Service Location

Basic, Special
Displays
for Products

Merchandise
Assortments

Communication
Pricing
Mix

WAL-MART’S RETAIL MIX
Customer Service
Limited
Location
Merchandise
Assortment

Store Design
and Display

Pricing

Communication
Mix

OBTAIN AND ALLOCATE
Human as well asNEEDED
Financial
RESOURCES
TO
COMPETE

VENDOR RELATIONSHIPS
Low Cost - Efficiency Through Coordination
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
Collaborative Planning and Forecasting to Reduce
Inventory and Distribution Costs

Exclusive Sale of Desirable Brands
Special Treatment
Early Delivery of New Styles
Shipment of Scare Merchandise

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
“Employees are key to build a sustainable
competitive advantage”
Strategies for Recruiting and Retaining Talented
Employees
Employee Branding
Develop positive organizational culture

DISTRIBUTION AND INFO SYSTEMS
Flow of Information
Vendor
Distribution Center
Store

By decreasing costs here, the
is more money available to
invest in:

-Better services
-Increase in breadth and depth
-Decrease in prices

LOCATION
What are the three most important things in
retailing?
“location, location, location”

Location is a competitive advantage
A high density of Starbucks stores
Creates a top-of-mind awareness
makes it very difficult for a competitor to enter a
mark et and find a good locations

OVERALL STRATEGY

Uncontrollable Variables
•Consumer
•Competition
•Technology
•Economic conditions
•Seasonality
•Legal restrictions

Controllable Variables
•Store location
•Managing business
•Merchandise mgmt.
•Pricing
•Communicating with
customer

Retail
Strategy

CONTROLLABLE VARIABLES
STORE LOCATION:
General location and specific site, competitors, transportation
access, population density, type of neighborhood, nearness to
suppliers, etc
Build/ buy/ rent

CONTROLLABLE VARIABLES…
MANAGING ABUSINESS:
Human Resource Management and Operation
Management
Employee hiring, training, compensation, supervision,
rewards. Job descriptions are detailed and
communicated.
Financial dynamics involve asset management,
budgeting, resource allocation.
Store size and format, personnel use, store maintenance,
energy management, store security, insurance, credit
management, computerisation and crisis management.

CONTROLLABLE VARIABLES….
MERCHANDISE MANAGEMENT & PRICING:
Width and depth of merchandise, quality of goods & services
offered, buying decisions, budgeting, forecasting, retail
accounting, level of inventory.
Pricing techniques, range of price.
COMMUNICATING WITH CUSTOMERS:
Building & maintaining image as well as promotional techniques.
Store exteriors, layouts, displays, wall and floor colors, lights,
music, smell, temperature, kind of sales personnel, customer
service.
Flyers, ad campaigns, sales promotion.
Free publicity through stories written, televised or broadcast.

U N CON TROLLAB LE
VARIABLES
CONSUMERS:
COMPETITION:

TECHNOLOGY:
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS:
Unemployment, Tax rates, Inflation, Interest rates, GDP.
SEASONALITY:

LEGAL RESTRICTIONS:

LEGAL ENVIORNMENT AND RETAILING
Merchandise
• StoreManagement
Location and Pricing
trademarks
merchandise
• zoningrestrictions
laws
product liability laws and sales taxes
laws
sale environmental
prices
pricedirect
discrimination
laws laws
selling

local ordinances
leaseswith
and
Communicating
themortgages
Customer
truth-in-advertising and selling laws
truth-in-credit laws
telemarketing laws
•labeling
Managing
the Business
laws

licensing provisions
personnel laws
antitrust laws

FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN
ENGAGING IN GLOBAL RETAILING

GLOBAL GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
China
Increasing operating costs
Lack of managerial talent
Underdeveloped and
inefficient supply chain

India
Prefers small family-owned
stores
Restricts foreign
investment

KEY TO SUCCESS IN GLOBAL
RETAILING
Globally sustainable competitive advantage
Low cost, efficient operations - Wal-Mart, Carrefour
Strong private label brands: Starbucks, KFC
Fashion Reputation - The Gap, Zara, H&M
Category dominance – Best Buy, IKEA, Toys R Us

Adaptability
Global Culture
Financial Resources

INTEGRATING OVERALL STRATEGY
Elements are coordinated to have a consistent, integrated
strategy and to systematically account for uncontrollable
variables.

CONTROL
Retail audit

FEEDBACK

Retail Marketing Mix
Retail marketing mix is the term used to describe the
various elements and methods required to formulate

and execute retail marketing strategy.
Retail managers must determine the optimum mix of
retailing activities and co-ordinate the elements of the

mix.
The aim of such coordination is for each store to
 have a distinct retail image in consumers’ mind.
The mix may vary greatly according to the type of
 market the retailer is in, and the type of
product/services.

Retail Marketing Mix
While many elements may make up a firm’s retail
marketing mix, the essential elements may include:








Store location,
merchandise assortments
Store ambience,
customer service,
price,
Communication with customers

Mix …










Personal selling
Store image
Store design
Sales incentives
People
Process
Physical evidence

The Mix Planning
The retail marketing mix is the vehicle through which a
retailer’s marketing strategy is implemented and, in
planning the mix, retailers should be guided by
three basic principles:
2.
The mix must be consistent with the expectation of
target customers;
3.
Elements must be consistent with each other to
create synergy; and
4.
The mix must be responsive to competitive
strategy.

Composition of Key Elements










Place
Product
Price
Promotion
People
Process
Physical Environment

Key Element
Place (store location)
 Target market
 Channel structure
 Channel management
 Retailer image
 Retail logistics
 Retail distribution

Key element
Product (merchandise)
 Product development
 Product management
 Product features and benefits
 Branding
 Packaging
 After-sales services

Key Element
Price
 Costs
 Profitability
 Value for money
 Competitiveness
 Incentives
 Quality


Status

Key Element
Promotion
 Developing promotional mixes
 Advertising management
 Sales promotion
 Sales management
 Public relations
 Direct marketing

Key Element
People element
 Staff capability
 Efficiency
 Availability
 Effectiveness
 Customer interaction
 Internal marketing

Key Element
Process element
 Order processing
 Database management
 Service delivery
 Queuing system
 Standardisation

Retail Marketing Planning
Retail marketing plan consists of:
 Setting objectives
 Systematic way of identifying a range of
options.
 Formulation of plans for achieving goals
 Logical sequence of retailing activities.


Importance of Retail Marketing Planning









Hostile and complex retail marketing environment
External and internal retail organisation factors
interact
–
–
–
–

Maximising revenue
Maximising profit
Maximising return on investment
Minimising costs

Each element has conflicting needs
All these variables interact
All these variables result in optimum compromise.
.

Managerial Use







To help identify sources of competitive
advantage.
To force an organised retail approach
To develop specific areas of retail
activities.
To ensure consistent relationships
between retail organisation and its
proximate environment.
To inform customers, suppliers and
competitors.

Approaches to Planning
Top down approach
 Retail management sets goals and
plans for all levels of management.
Bottom up approach
 Various units prepare own goals and
plans sent up for approval.
.

Types of Planning


Annual plan – short term and tactical.



Long range – three to five years relating to
strategic retail management.



Strategic plans – five to ten years long term
plans relating to the adaptation of the retailing
approach.

Short-term Retail Planning
Short-term
Tactical planning relating to:
 Current retail marketing position
 Strategy for the year
 Objectives for the year
 Action , budgets and controls.
 Coordinating retail activities within
departments.

Long-term Plan
Long-term
Medium range planning relating to:
 Major factors and forces affecting the retailer.
 Long-term objectives.
 Resources required.
 Reviewed and updated regularly.
 Deals with current business

Strategic Retail Planning


This is the process of developing and
maintaining a strategic fit between the retail
organisation’s capabilities and its changing
marketing opportunities.



It relies on developing a clear corporate
mission, supporting objectives, creating a
sound business portfolio, and coordinating
functional strategies.

Corporate Level Planning


Retail management should plan which
business the retailer should stay in and which
new areas to pursue.
 Design the retail organisation to withstand
shocks.
 Adapt the organisation to take advantage of
market opportunities.
 Define the corporate mission.

Mission Statement


A strategic plan should begin with a mission
statement.
 A mission statement is a statement of the
retail organization’s purpose, what it wants to
achieve in the large environment.
 It guides people in the retail organization so
that they can work independently and yet
collectively towards overall organizational
goals.

UNIT-IV
Merchandise Management

In order to be successful, retailers must make
competent decisions over what is to be bought, in
what quantities and at what time. The overall choice
of merchandise also presents a clear message to
consumers about the type of company they are
purchasing from. As such the selection
and
presentation of merchandise enables a key source of
difference to exist which will allow one store to
differentiate itself from another.

Merchandise
Main objective of the store layout is to
maximize the interface between customers
and
merchandise. It provides easy
accessibility to the customers to view the
offerings of the store.

Merchandise Management
Merchandise Management focuses on the planning
and controlling of the retailer’s inventories. The role
has to balance the financial requirements of the
company with a strategy for merchandise purchasing.
We believe
the
complex role of merchandise
management can be defined as:
The planning and implementation of the acquisition,
handling and monitoring of merchandise categories for
an identified retail organization.
The outcome of merchandising is a set of “rights”
which
are achieved through the merchandising
process.

Merchandise Plan Consideration
1. Marketing Consideration,
2. Merchandise Strategy Option,
3. Type of Customer Base,
4. Financial Consideration,
5. Merchandise Assortment search
Inventory Turnover :
Net Sales/Average Inventory at Retail store
Cost of Merchandise Sold/ Average Inventory at cost
Units sold / Average inventory at retail store

Methods of Planning and Calculating
Inventory Levels
Beginning of Month Stock =
Planned Monthly sales + Basic
stock Average stock for season
=

Total Planned sales for season / Estimated Inventory
Turnover Average Monthly Sales =
Total Planned sales for season/ No. of Months

Beginning of month @ retail =
Average stock for season + planned monthly sales +
average monthly sales
Week’s supply Method =
Beginning of month stock (BOM) =
Average sales × No. of weeks to be stocked
Average weekly sales =
Estimated total sales for the period / Stock turnover rate for
the period

Stock-to-Sales Method:
It is an approach to maintain a specified ratio of goods on hand to
sales. Stock to Sales ratios can be calculated from a retailers own
historical results or from external sources as long as these are
reliable.
Shrinkage: is the difference between the amount of merchandise that
is reported on the inventory stock system and what is available for
sale or on the shelves.
Markdowns: are lowering of the prices of the merchandise so that the
reduction (markdown) acts as a promotion: for special sales periods
or for moving sluggish lines, because of damage or soiling of
merchandise, due to end of range offers, or because of greater price
competition from competitors or manufacturers who may have made
adjustment to their prices.
Employee discounts: reduction and offer value to the employee in
working at the store.

Role of Merchandiser
The merchandiser is responsible for planning and controlling
and operational activity. The Merchandiser is responsible for
planning and controlling stock ranges and replenishment.
Successful execution of the role will require close liaison
with, and support for smooth supply for the retail buyer .
Planning Includes:
 Understanding the target market groups,
 Agreeing regional and branch sales forecasts,
 Collecting Information on competitors and any new
branch plans,
 Taking into consideration branding and corporate policy,
 Agreeing merchandise budget,
 Liaison and initial discussion with buyer(s).

Category Management
Category management is related to decision over groups
of products that are selected and placed to satisfy use
occasions or consumption patterns. This is based upon
strategic retailing principles that attempt to maximize
sales and profits and may also include trade patterns.
Unsold Merchandise at the end of a trading day
represents an opportunity that has been lost for ever.
The category offering has to be managed to maximize
sales and profits. This relies on creating ranging and
merchandising, pricing, new product introductions and
promotions which are base upon the approach to
marketing focused upon the consumer.

Category Management
Category management would be relatively straightforward if sales
volumes remained constant over time, which of course they do not.
i.e. retailers need to plan fulfillment for promotions to meet customer
expectations efficiently.
Karona (1998) indicated that category management is now about
creating closer relationships between suppliers and retailers.
Challenges faced by Retailers:
 Product development and sourcing
 Supplier management
 Buying
 Merchandising
 Distribution
 Retail operations

Range Planning
Width and Depth :
A retailers stock range can be described in terms
of width and depth , with the extent of each
determined by company policy. This is sometime
assortment.
Width will relate to the number of categories
however, depth relates to the sizes, styles, and
prices with in a product class.

Developing the range planning and
merchandise allocation plan
It requires
 Understand the selection process of
consumers
 Deciding upon core and seasonal
merchandise
 Agreeing the range – e.g. style, size, and
color mix
– depth and width
 Taking into consideration the sales-to-stock
level targets
 Relating the range plans to individual stores
and possible promotional plans

Range Planning
Store grading: Store grading is normally conducted on the basis
of floor sales area.
 Narrow and Deep

 Can be Modified in available
space

 Square

 Broad and
Shallow

Range Planning
 Space Allocation

 Fixture Layout
 In store Layout
Layout of the store has to be strategically designed
in order to make effective use of merchandise
and passage to draw customers attention on
store’s offerings. i.e. Home lien items, Electronic
items, Mobile zone, furniture, Men ladies & kids
wear, Foot wear, Toys etc.

Basis of Retail Merchandising
• Product and merchandising management is key activity in the
management of retail business.
•

The primary function of the retailing is to sell Merchandise.

• One of the most strategic aspects of the retail business is to
decide the merchandise mix and quantity to be purchased .
• Merchandising can be termed as the planning, buying and the
selling of merchandising

Retail Merchandise Management
 The analysis, planning, acquisition, handling and control of
merchandise investments of a retail operation.”
 Analysis: because retailers must be able to correctly identify
their customers before they can ascertain consumer desires and
their needs/requirements for making a good buying decision.

 Planning is important because merchandise to be sold in the
future must be bought now.
 Acquisitions because the merchandise needs to be procured
from others, either distributors or manufactures.

Retail Merchandise Management
• Handling involves seeing that the merchandise is where It

is needed and in the proper condition to be sold.
• Control is required since the function of merchandise
involves spending money for acquiring products it is
necessary to control the amount of money spent on
buying
• The planning involved in marketing the right
merchandise at the right place at the right time in the
right quantities at the right price.

Merchandise Management
System

Merchandising Management System

Retail Logistic

Buying
Merchandise
Buying

3 Sub System

Ordering
Handling

Distribution into
store

Hand of the
Consumer

Merchandise Buying

Merchandis
e
Buying
Evaluate
sources
of
supply

Identify
sources
of
supply

Negotiate
with sources
of supply

Contact
sources
of
supply

Buying Process
Some considerations:
 Manufacturer versus Wholesaler as vendor
 Determine suitability of product - quality, colors,
durability, etc.
 Determine suitability of Distribution - available,
order time, consistency, etc.
 Price
 Promotional support
 Service support

Methods of Merchandise Planning
Gross margin Return
on Inventory (GMROI)

Merchandise
Planning
Method

Inventory Turnover

Basic Stock Method
Percentage Variation
Method
Weeks’ supplyMethod

Stock to Sales Method

Methods of Merchandise Planning
Gross margin Return on Inventory (GMROI)

GMROI

= Gross Margin Percent x sales to stock ratio
= (gross margin/net sales )x
(net sales/average inventory at cost)
= gross margin/average inventory at cost

Methods of Merchandise Planning
Inventory Turnover
Inventory turnover = Net Sales/Average inventory at retail
Inventory turnover = Cost of goods sold/Average inventory
at cost
Average inventory = Month1 + Month2 + Month 3
+…/Number of months

Methods of Merchandise Planning
Basic Stock Method

 Average monthly sales for the season = Total planned sales for the
season/Number of months in the season
 Average stock for the season = Total planned sales for the
season/Estimated inventory turnover rate for the
season

 Basic stock = Average stock for the season – Average monthly sales
for the season
 Beginning-of-Month (BOM) = Basic stock + Planned monthly sales

Methods of Merchandise Planning

Percentage variation method (PVM)

The (PVM) can be calculated as follows:
BOM stock =Average stock for season X ½[1 + (Planned
sales for the month/Average monthly sales)]

Methods of Merchandise Planning
Weeks’ supply method (WSM):
 Number of weeks to be stocked = Number of weeks in the
period/Stock turnover rate for the period
 Average weekly sales = Estimated
period/Number of weeks in the period

total sales

for

the

 BOM stock = Average weekly sales X Number of weeks to be
stocked

Methods of Merchandise Planning

Stock-to-sales method (SSM)
Average BOM stock-to-sales ratio for the season = Number
of months in the season/Desired inventory turnover rate

Merchandise Mix

Determinants of Merchandise Mix

Breadth
Constraints

Depth
Finances

Space

Turnover

Market

Merchandise Ordering
 Traditional Purchase Order System (often
adversarial relationship)
 Quick Response System - uses computer
technology (partnership of vendor and retailer)
 Electronic Data Interchange - technology
connecting retailer and vendor in a quick
response system

 Just-in-Time Delivery Systems - Reduces

Merchandise Handling
 Stocking of merchandise can be at store or at warehouse
 In either case, receiving function must inspect, verify and log in
deliveries and compare to vendor invoice
 Price marking of product must be performed, if required

Visual merchandising

Visual merchandising
 Can be termed as the
orderly, systematic,
logical and intelligent
way of putting stock
on the floor”
 VM is the art of
presentation, which
puts the merchandise
in focus. It educates
the customers,
creates desire and
finally augments the
selling process.

UNIT-V

Retail Store
Management

Retail Store Management

• Retail store is the point of contact between the
customer and the retailer. It is the place where
moment of truth occurs.
• The primary area of responsibility within the
environment of a retail store lies with the store
manager.
• Store managers play a critical role in retail business.
Due to their daily contact with customers, they have
the best knowledge of customer needs and play an
important role in formulating and executing retail
strategies.
• They must make sure that the merchandise is
presented effectively and sales associates offer

Retail Store
Management
• Store manager has to play a dual role in a retail
environment. On one hand, he is responsible for the
various members of the staff and team who report
to him and enable the smooth functioning of day to
day operations of the store. On the other hand, he
has to ensure that the policies and guidelines laid
down by the management are adhered to by all
employees of the store.
• Thus the managers are responsible for increasing the
productivity of two of the retailer’s most important
assets: the firm’s investments in its employees and
its real estate.

Functions/ Responsibilities of
The functions of store managers are divided into four
Store
Manager
major categories:
I. Managing Employees
• Recruiting and selecting
• Socializing and training
• Motivating
• Evaluating and providing constructive feedback
• Rewarding and compensation
II. Controlling Costs
• Increasing labour productivity
• Reducing maintenance and energy costs

Functions of Store
III. Managing Merchandise Presentation
Manager

• Displaying merchandise and maintaining
visual standards
• Working with buyers
• Suggesting new merchandise
• Buying merchandise
• Planning and managing special events
• Marking down merchandise

IV. Providing Customer Service

Retail Store
1. Implement the Retailer’s Strategy
Objectives

• The retail store design must be consistent with and
reinforce the retailer’s strategy by meeting the needs
of the target market and building a sustainable
competitive advantage.
• Store design is a branch of marketing and considered
an important part of the overall brand of the store.
• It is a creative and commercial discipline that
combines several
different areas of expertise
together in the design and construction of retail
space.
• For example, McDonald’s remodeled its stores with
lime-green
designer chairs and dark leather

Retail Store
2. Build Loyalty by Providing a Rewarding Shopping
Objectives
Experience
• When customers consistently have rewarding
experiences when patronizing a retailer’s store
and/or web site, they are motivated to visit the store
or web site repeatedly and develop loyalty towards
the retailer.
• Store design provides utilitarian benefits, when it
enables customers to locate and purchase products
in an efficient and timely manner with minimum
hassle, and hedonic benefits by offering customers
an entertaining and enjoyable shopping experience
that encourages them to spend more time in a store

Retail Store
3. Increase Sales on a Visit
Objectives
Store design has a substantial effect on which products

the customers buy, how long they stay in the store,
and how much they spend during a visit.
Thus retailers attempt to design their stores in a
manner that motivates unplanned purchases.
4. Control Costs
The store design can also affect labor costs and
inventory shrinkage. Attempt is made to design stores
with maximum flexibility as it affects the ability to
physically modify, move, and store components. Also
design should be such that there should be less use of
electricity for
lighting. Walmart is building
environmentally sensitive stores that reduce energy

Retail Store
5. Meet Legal Requirements
Objectives

• Store design or redesign decisions must comply with
the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
• This law protects people with disabilities from
discrimination
in
employment,
transportation,
public
accommodations,
telecommunications, and activities of state and local
governments.
• It affects store design because the act calls for
“reasonable access” to merchandise and services in
retail stores that were built before 1993.
• Stores built after 1993 must be fully accessible

Retail Store
Kishore Biyani’s supermarkets in Mumbai, India, were
Design
initially designed like most Western-style supermarkets.
But customers walked down the wide aisles, past neatly
stocked shelves, and out the door without buying.
Biyani soon recognized that part of his target market,
lower- middle-income customers, did not like the sterile
environment. His other target market segment, wealthier
families, generally employed servants to do the grocery
shopping. These servants were accustomed to shopping in
small, cramped stores filled with haggling customers.
Most Indians buy fresh produce from street vendors or
small stores, and the merchandise is kept under sacks.
Biyani therefore redesigned his stores to make them
messier, noisier, and more cramped, much like a public

Retail Store
The stores have floors of gray granite tiling, common in
Design
markets and train stations,
so that his customers will feel

at home.
Instead of having long aisles and tall shelves, the stores
feature bins on low shelves, an arrangement that allows
customers to handle the products from all different sides.
Indian customers are used to buying commodities like
wheat, rice, and lentils in bulk. Although bulk displays can
be messy, store employees are instructed not to clean up
because customers are less likely to check out the
merchandise if it is in neat stacks
Because Indian markets are noisy and full of bartering,
Biyani’s stores employ people to walk around using
megaphones to announce promotions, adding to the din
of music and commercials playing in the background.

1.

Principles of Retail
Totality – Entire store has to be conceived as one
Store
Design
unit, based on retailers vision and mission.

2. Focus – The primary focus within the store has to
be the merchandise. Achieving sales is the primary
step towards being sustainable in the long run.
3. Ease of Shopping – Store design should be such
that it is easy for customers to navigate and shop.
4. Change and Flexibility – Store design has to be
adaptable to the environment and changing needs
of the customers.

Principles of Retail
Three elements in the design of
Store
Design
stores are the:
(1) Layout
(2) Signage
(3) Feature Areas

Retail Store Design Element
1. Grid - LAYOUT
Layout
• Has
parallel aisles with merchandise on shelves on
both sides of the aisles.
• Cash registers are located at the entrances/exits of the
stores.
• Well suited for customers who are primarily interested
in the utilitarian benefits offered by the store and want
to easily locate products they want to buy, and they
make their purchases as quickly as possible.
• Most supermarkets and full-line discount stores use the
grid layout
• It is cost-efficient as less space is wasted because the
aisles are all the same width and designed wide

Retail Store Design
Element - LAYOUT

Retail Store Design
Advantages of Grid Layout
Element - LAYOUT

• Simple
• Cost Effective
• More Visible Merchandise
• Low Cost of Fixtures
• Possibility of self-service
• Ease of cleaning
One limitation of the grid layout, from the retailer’s
perspective, is that customers are not exposed to all
the merchandise in the store because, due to the
height of the shelves, they see only products displayed
in the aisle they are in. Thus the layout does not

Retail Store Design
• Retailers need to get customers to walk down more
Element
LAYOUT
aisles.
• One approach to increase traffic is having a layout
that alters the straight aisles to form a zig-zag
pattern. Products are merchandised more clearly in
highly related categories by using pods and
interactive kiosks
• Another approach is locating power brands, brands
with high awareness and market share such as CocaCola and Tide, and attractive displays in the middle
of the aisle rather than at the end of the aisle. The
power brands are displayed from the top to the
bottom shelves, creating a swath of color that

Retail Store Design
2. Racetrack Layout (also known as Loop)
Element - LAYOUT

• Provides a major aisle that loops around the store to
guide customer traffic around different departments
within the store.
• Cash register stations are typically located in each
department bordering the racetrack.
• Facilitates the goal of getting customers to see the
merchandise available in multiple departments and
thus encourages unplanned purchasing.
• Low fixtures are used so that customers can see
merchandise beyond the products displayed on the
racetrack.
• Because the store has multiple entrances, the

Retail Store Design
Advantages of Racetrack Layout
Element - LAYOUT

• Low fixtures, so merchandise can be viewed beyond
the racetrack.
• Multiple entrances
• Popular departments are at the back of store.
• Mainly suited for customers who prefer hedonic
benefits, such
as entertaining and
enjoyable shopping experience.
• Customers spend more time in the store.

Limitations of Racetrack Layout is that it does not cater

Retail Store Design
•Racetrack is
Element
LAYOUT
wider than other
aisles and defined
by a change in
flooring surface
or colour.
For instance, the
aisle
flooring in the
store is Marblelike tile, whereas
the department

Retail Store Design
3. Free-Form Layout (also known as Boutique Layout)
Element - LAYOUT

• Arranges fixtures and aisles in an asymmetric
pattern.
• Provides an intimate, relaxing environment that
facilitates shopping and browsing. However, creating
this pleasing shopping environment is costly.
• Because there is no well-defined traffic pattern here,
customers are not naturally drawn around the store.
Thus personal selling becomes more important to
encourage customers to explore merchandise offered
in the store.
• This layout reduces the amount of merchandise than

Retail Store Design
Element - LAYOUT

Retail Store Design
Advantages of Free-Form Layout
Element - LAYOUT
• Allowance for browsing and wandering
freely
• Increased impulse purchases
• Visual appeal
• Flexibility

Limitations of Freeform Layout
• Reduces the amount of merchandise than
can be displayed
• Waste of floor space
• Expensive

Retail Store Design
Other Forms of Layouts:
Element - LAYOUT

• Herring Bone – Narrow store of maximum 40 feet
with parallel fixtures where the highway is a single 2
way one bisecting the store along the length.
Example –Music world
• Spine Form – A major customer aisle runs from the
front to the back of the store with merchandise
departments to the back and side walls. Examples Sports goods stores, United Colors of Benetton

Retail Store Design
Considerations in Store Layouts:
Element - LAYOUT

Provide for the needs of elderly/ expecting
women/ children/ disabled.
• In the International markets, it is very common to
have ramps available for the movement of wheel
chairs and strollers.
• Stores need to provide for seating arrangement
for people,
if they expect people to
spend hours in the store
•

Retail Store Design Element –
• Signage and Graphics help customers locate specific
SIGNAGE
&
GRAPHICS
products and
departments, provide product
information, and suggest items or special purchases.
• Graphic is an image or visual representation of an
object, such as photo panels, that can reinforce a
store’s image
• Signage is any visual representation which gives
information to
the
customers about a store, building, street, park and so
on.
• It is used to identify the location of merchandise
categories within a store and the types of
products offered in the category.

Retail Store Design Element –
• Icons rather than words are used to facilitate
SIGNAGE
&
GRAPHICS
communication with customers speaking different
languages. For example, a red and yellow circus tent
icon identifies the area for children’s toys more
effectively than a black and white, worded rectangular
sign.
• Smaller signs are used to identify sale items and
provide more information about specific products.

Retail Store Design Element –
• Merchandise Related: informs the customers of
SIGNAGE
&
GRAPHICS
location, type - category, prices or features of

the
the

merchandise, promotions within the store etc.
• Directional Signs: Directional signs are needed in the
store to direct customers towards the cash counters, gift
wrapping areas, customer service areas, washrooms, the
location of lifts and staircases and trial rooms etc.
• Instructional Signs: include signs informing persons
entering the store that the store is under electronic
surveillance, instructions about malfunctioning of a lift,
wet floor etc.
• Courtesy Signs: Like “Thank you, visit again”.
• Store Directory: informs the customers about the
location of the various sections in the store, is found at

Retail Store Design Element –
Types of Signs
SIGNAGE & GRAPHICS

• Category Signage: Used within a particular department
or sector of the store, category signs are usually smaller
than directional signs. Their purpose is to identify types
of products offered; they are usually located near the
goods to which they refer.

Retail Store Design Element –
• Promotional Signage: Describe special offers and may be
SIGNAGE
&
GRAPHICS
displayed in windows to entice the customer into the
store. For instance, apparel stores for young women
often display large posters in their windows of models
wearing the items on special offer.

Retail Store Design Element –
• Point-of-sale Signage: Point-of-sale signs are placed near
SIGNAGE
&
GRAPHICS
the merchandise they refer to so that customers know
its price and other detailed information. Some of this
information may already be on product labels or
packaging.

Retail Store Design Element –
• Lifestyle images: Use of various images such as pictures
SIGNAGE
&
GRAPHICS
of people and places should be done to create moods
that encourage customers to buy the products
• Coordinate signs and graphics with the stores image:
should act as a bridge between merchandise and target
market. Color, tone, graphic should complement the
merchandise. Color combinations should appeal to
specific target audience – primary colors for kids, hot
vivid colors- teens etc.
• Keep signs and graphics fresh: They should be relevant to
items displayed . New signs should be used for new
merchandise
• Limit text on signs: signs with too much text don’t work

Digital
• Traditional print signage is developed and produced
Signage
at corporate headquarters, distributed to stores, and
installed by store employees or contractors.
• Many retailers are beginning to replace traditional
signage with digital signage systems.
• Digital signage includes signs whose visual content is
delivered digitally through a centrally managed and
controlled network, distributed to servers in stores,
and displayed on a flat-panel screen.
• The content delivered can range from entertaining
video clips to simple displays of the price of
merchandise
• Due to their dynamic nature, digital signs are more

Digital
• Digital signage offers the opportunity to enhance a
Signage
store’s environment by displaying complex graphics
and videos to provide an atmosphere that customers
find appealing.
• Changing market developments or events can
immediately be incorporated into the digital sign.
The ease and speed (flexibility) of
content
development and deployment of digital signage
enables the content to be varied within and across
stores at different times of the day or days of the
week.
• Because the content is delivered digitally, it can easily
be tailored to a store’s market and changed during

Digital
• Digital signage eliminates the challenge
Signage
retailers that send out static signage to

facing
stores
announcing a special promotion or a new marketing
initiative and then find the signage stacked in the
storage area, never put on the selling floor, during
the promotion.
• It ensures that the signage is installed in the right
place at the right time.
• It eliminates the costs associated with printing,
distributing, and installing static signage.
• It may decrease store labor costs while improving
labor productivity.

Retail Store Design Element –
• Feature areas are the areas within a store that are
FEATURE
AREAS
designed to get customers’ attention. They include:
Windows - Window displays draw customers into
the store and provide a visual message about the
type of merchandise offered in the store and the
type of image the store wants to portray.
Storefront window displays are an effective
tool for building the store
image, particularly with
new customers who are
unfamiliar with the store.

Retail Store Design Element –
Entrances - The first impression caused by the entry
FEATURE
AREAS
area affects the customer’s image of the store.
While the entry area plays a prominent role in creating
an image, the first 10 feet of the store are often
referred to as the “Decompression Zone,” because
customers are making an adjustment to the new
environment - escaping from the noisy street or mall,
taking off their sunglasses, closing their umbrellas,
and developing a visual impression of the entire store.
Customers are not prepared to evaluate merchandise
or make purchase decisions in the decompression
zone, so retailers try to keep this area free of
merchandise, displays, and signage.

Retail Store Design Element –
Freestanding Displays - Fixtures or mannequins that
FEATURE
AREAS
are located on aisles and designed to attract
customers’ attention and bring them into
a
department in stores using a racetrack or free-form
layout.
These fixtures often
display and store the
newest, most exciting
merchandise in the
particular department.

Retail Store Design Element –
End Caps - Displays located at the end of an aisle in
FEATURE
AREAS
stores using a grid layout. Due to the high visibility of
end caps, sales of a product increase when that
merchandise is featured on an end cap.
Thus retailers use end caps
for higher-margin, impulse
merchandise.

Retail Store Design Element –
Promotional Aisle or Area - Space used to display
FEATURE
AREAS
merchandise that is being promoted. The products
change each week and are highlighted in weekly ads.
Products can also be mixed, so customers do not
have to buy a large quantity of the same item.

Retail Store Design Element –
Walls - Because retail floor space is often limited,
FEATURE
AREAS
many retailers increase their ability to store extra
stock, display merchandise, and creatively present a
message by utilizing wall space.
Merchandise can be stored on shelving and racks and
coordinated with displays, photographs, or graphics
featuring the merchandise.
It helps customers feel more comfortable because they
are not crowded by racks or other people and they
can get a perspective on the merchandise by viewing
it from a distance.

Retail Store Design Element –
Dressing Rooms - Critical space in which customers
FEATURE
AREAS
decide whether or not to purchase an item.
Large, clean, and comfortable dressing rooms put
customers in the mood to buy merchandise.
For instance, women’s dressing rooms often have
photographs of local communities hung on the walls,
fresh flowers, and natural light. Men’s dressing rooms,
in contrast, may be decorated in dark wood, leather
furniture, and linen wall coverings.

Retail Store Design Element –
Cash Wraps - Also known as point-of-purchase
FEATURE
AREAS
(POP) counters or checkout areas, are places in the
store where customers can purchase merchandise.
Customers go to these areas and may have to wait in
line to make a purchase, hence retailers use these
areas to display impulse items.
For example, in supermarkets, batteries, candy, razors,
and magazines are often shelved at the checkout
counter.

SPACE
MANAGEMENT
within stores and on the stores’

The space
shelves
and fixtures
is a scarce resource.
Space management involves two resource decisions:
1. Allocation of store space to merchandise categories
and brands
2. Location of departments or merchandise categories
in the store

Factors that retailers consider when deciding how
much
floor
or
shelf space to
allocate to merchandise categories and brands are:
(1) Productivity of the allocated space

SPACE
MANAGEMENT
Productivity of the Allocated Space
• Retailers should allocate space to a merchandise
category on the basis of its effect on the profitability
of the entire store.
• The rule of thumb for space productivity is to allocate
space on basis of merchandise sale. If a particular
item represents 20% of store sales, the 20% of store
space allocated to it.
• Two commonly used measures of space productivity
are:
Sales per square foot
Sales per linear foot

SPACEmost
MANAGEMENT
• In supermarkets,
merchandise is displayed on
shelves because the shelves have approximately the
same width, only the length, or the linear dimension
sales per linear foot, is used to assess space
productivity.
• Retailers need to allocate space to maximize the
profitability of the store, not just a particular
merchandise category or department.
• For instance, supermarkets “over-allocate” space to
some low- profitability categories such as milk
because an extensive assortment in these categories
attracts customers to the store and positively affects
the sales of other categories.
• Retailers might also over-allocate space to categories

SPACE
MANAGEMENT
Merchandise’s Inventory Turnover
• Inventory turnover affects space allocations in two
ways:
First, both inventory turnover and gross margin
contribute to GMROI—a measure of the retailer’s
return on its merchandise inventory investment.
Thus, merchandise categories with higher inventory
turnover merit more space than merchandise
categories with lower inventory turnover.
Second, the merchandise displayed on the shelf is
depleted quicker for fast selling items with high
inventory turnover. Thus, more space needs to be
allocated to fast-selling merchandise to minimize the

SPACE
MANAGEMENT
Display Needs for the Merchandise
• The physical limitations of the store and its fixtures
affect space allocation.
• For example, the store planner needs to provide
enough merchandise
to fill an entire fixture
dedicated to a particular item.
• A retailer might decide that it wants to use a
merchandise display to build its image. For example,
JCPenney has a very appealing offering of its privatelabel bath towels. To emphasize this offering, it might
over allocate space for bath towels and present a
wide range of colours.
• The physical limitations of the store and its fixtures

SPACE
MANAGEMENT
Location of Merchandise Categories & Design
Elements
• Location of merchandise categories play an
important role in how customers navigate through
the store
• By strategically placing impulse and demand/
destination merchandise through out the store,
retailers ensure that customers shop in the entire
store. (Demand/ Destination Merchandise is product
that customers have decided to buy before entering
the store)
• Retailers ensure that customers attention will be
focused on the merchandise that they are most

SPACE
MANAGEMENT
• As customers enter the store and pass through the
decompression zone, they are welcomed with
introductory displays, including graphics.
• Once through the decompression zone, they often
turn right and observe the prices and quality of the
first items they encounter. This area, referred to as
the “Strike Zone”, is critical because it creates the
customers first impression of the store’s offering.
• Thus, retailers display some of their most compelling
merchandise in the strike zone.
• After passing through the strike zone, the right hand
side area is a prime area for displaying high GMROI
merchandise. E.g. Supermarkets place fresh fruits

SPACE
MANAGEMENT
• Impulse Merchandise (products purchased without
planning)
The prime store location for selling merchandise are
heavily trafficked areas such 10 feet beyond the
entrance on the right side of the store, the right-hand
side of the store, and areas near escalators and cash
wraps.
In multilevel stores a space's value decreases the
farther it is from the entry-level floor.
Thus impulse products such as fragrances and
cosmetics in department stores are generally located
near the front of the store, where they can be seen by
everyone and may actually draw people into the store.

SPACE
MANAGEMENT
• Demand Merchandise
Demand merchandise and promotional merchandise
are placed in the back left-hand corner of the store.
Placing high-demand merchandise in this location
pulls customers through the store, increasing the
visibility of other products along the way.
Supermarkets generally put items almost everyone
buys, such as milk, eggs, butter, bread in the back lefthand corner.
In department stores, usually childrens merchandise
and furniture, as well as customer service areas like
beauty salons, credit offices, and photo studios, are
demand or destination areas and thus located in

SPACE MANAGEMENT

• Special Merchandise
Some merchandise categories involve a buying
process
that
is
best
accomplished in a lightly trafficked area.
Womens lingerie is generally located in area to offer a
more private shopping experience.
Categories that require large amounts of floor space, like
furniture, are often located in less desirable locations.
Some categories, like curtains, need significant wall
space,
whereas
others like shoes, require
easily accessible storage rooms
• Category Adjacencies
Retailers often put complementary categories next to

SPACE
MANAGEMENT
Location of Merchandise Within a Category
Retailers use some rules to locate specific SKUs
within a category.
(SKU is a unique numerical identifying number
that refers to a specific stock item in a retailer's
inventory or product catalog. It is used to identify
the product, product size or type, and the
manufacturer)
• The Western retailers place their private labels to
the right side of national brands. This is because
the consumers there read from left to right, they
will see the higher - priced national brand first
and then see and possibly purchase the lower –

SPACE
MANAGEMENT
• Supermarkets display merchandise on four shelves,
with the most profitable merchandise on the third
shelf as it is at eye level for adults.
• Merchandise that appeals to smaller group of
customers is often displayed on the top shelf
because reaching for the items require significant
efforts.
• Heavy and bulky items are stocked on the bottom
shelf for safety reasons.

Tools Used for
1. Planogram
Positioning of Items

• Diagram that shows how and where specific SKUs
should be placed on retail shelves or displays to
increase customer purchases.
• Planograms help retailers plan the use of their space
and gather data to help them make smarter visual
merchandising choices that drive in- store sales.

Tools Used for
2. Virtual-Store Simulation
Positioning of Items

• Virtual-store simulations are another tool used to
determine the effects of placing merchandise in
different areas of a store and evaluating the profit
potential for new items.
• Virtual stores use 3D computer simulations to create
a retail environment that are as close to the real
shopping experience as possible.
• This allows test consumers within the virtual
environment to interact with store merchandise and
make purchase decisions in a way that closely
resembles real in-store behavior.

Tools Used for
• In these simulations, customers stand in
Positioning
of
Items
computer screens that depict a store aisle.

front of

• Retina-tracking devices record the eye movements of
the customers.
• When the customers push forward on a handle,
similar to the handle on a shopping cart, they
progress down the simulated aisle.
• Customers can virtually reach forward, pick an item
off the shelf, look at the packaging, and then place
the item in the virtual cart.
• These virtual shopping trips allow retailers and their
suppliers to develop a better understanding of how

Tools Used for
3. Videotaping Consumers
Positioning of Items

• Another research method used to assess
customer actions to planograms
involves tracking customers in actual store
environments.
• GPS tracking device are placed in customer
shopping
carts
and
on
shoppers to determine where customers and carts go
in a store.
• Small video cameras are strapped on the
shoppers
foreheads
to provide
information on their eye movements.

VISUAL
• Visual merchandising is one of the visible
MERCHANDISING
elements
of positioning strategy and is
the “silent salesman”. (VM)
• VM is the presentation of a store and its merchandise
in ways that will attract the attention of potential
customers.
• It is the orderly, systematic, logical and intelligent way
of putting stock on the floor.
The Role of VM is:
• Increase sales
• Inform and educate consumers about the product/
services

VISUAL
Fixtures
MERCHANDISING
• The primary purposes of fixtures are to efficiently
(VM) At the same time,
hold and display merchandise.
they define areas of a store and direct traffic flow.
• Fixtures work in concert with other design elements,
such as floor coverings and lighting, as well as the
overall image of the store.
• For instance, in stores designed to convey a sense of
tradition or history, customers automatically expect
to see lots of wood rather than plastic or metal
fixtures. Wood mixed with metal, acrylic, or stone
changes the traditional orientation.
• Apparel retailers utilize the straight-rack, rounder,

VISUAL
• Straight Rack: consists of a long pipe balanced
MERCHANDISING
between supports in the floor or attached to a wall.
Although the straight rack
can hold a lot of apparel,
(VM)

it cannot effectively feature specific styles or colours.
All the customer can see is a sleeve or a pant leg. As
a result, straight racks are often found in discount
and off-price apparel stores.
• Rounder: Also known as a bulk fixture or capacity
fixture, is a round fixture that sits on a pedestal.
Although smaller than the straight rack, it is
designed to hold a maximum amount of
merchandise. Because they are easy to move and
efficiently store apparel, rounders are found in most

VISUAL
• A Four-way Fixture, also known as a feature fixture,
MERCHANDISING
has two crossbars that sit perpendicular on a
pedestal. This fixture(VM)
holds a large amount of
merchandise and allows the customer to view the
entire garment. The four-way is harder to maintain
properly than is the rounder or straight rack. All
merchandise on an arm must be of a similar style
and colour, or the customer may become confused.
Due to their superior display properties, four-way
fixtures are commonly utilized by fashion- oriented
apparel retailers.
• Gondolas are extremely versatile and used
extensively in grocery and discount stores. They are

VISUAL
Presentation Techniques
MERCHANDISING
• Idea-Oriented Presentation: A method of
presenting (VM) merchandise based
to show
how
items
on grouped
a specific
idea customers
or the image
of athe
store.
combined.
Women’s
tops arebe often used and
Individual items
are could
accessories to
present an
overall
image or idea. Also,
and
displayed
with
pants
furniture stores display a combination of furniture in
room settings to give customers an idea of how it
would look in their homes. Basically this approach
encourages the customer to make multiple
complementary purchases.

VISUAL
• Item and Size Presentation: The most common
MERCHANDISING
techniques of organizing stock is by style or item.
Discount stores, grocery
stores, hardware stores,
(VM)

drug stores as well as apparel retailers employ this
method for almost all categories of merchandise.
When customers look for a particular type of
merchandise, such as breakfast cereals, they expect
to find all items in the same location. Arranging items
by size is a common method of organizing many
types of merchandise, from nuts and bolts to
apparel. Because the customer usually knows the
desired size, it’s easy to locate items organized in this
manner.

VISUAL
• Colour Presentation: A bold merchandising
MERCHANDISING
technique is organizing by colour. For instance, in
winter months, women’s
apparel stores may display
(VM)

all white cruise wear together to let customers know
that the store is “the place” to purchase clothing for
their winter vacations.

•

Price Lining: Price lining occurs when retailers offer a
limited number of pre-determined price points
and/or price categories within another classification.
This approach helps customers easily find
merchandise at the price they wish to pay. For
instance, men’s dress shirts may be organized into

VISUAL
• Vertical Merchandising: In this approach,
MERCHANDISING
merchandise is presented vertically using walls and
(VM)
high gondolas.
• Customers shop much as they read a newspaper—
from left to right, going down each column, top to
bottom. Stores
can effectively
organize
merchandise to follow the eye’s natural movement.
• Retailers take advantage of this tendency in several
ways. Many grocery stores put national brands at eye
level and store brands on lower shelves because
customers scan from eye level down.
• In addition, retailers often display merchandise in
bold vertical bands of an item. For instance, there

VISUAL
• Tonnage Merchandising: As the name implies,
MERCHANDISING
tonnage merchandising is a display technique in
which large quantities (VM)
of merchandise are displayed
together.
• Customers generally equate tonnage with low price.
• Tonnage merchandising is therefore used to enhance
and reinforce a store’s price image. Using this display
concept, the merchandise itself is the display.
• The retailer hopes customers
will notice the
merchandise and be drawn to it. For instance, before
many holidays, grocery stores use an entire end of a
gondola (i.e., an end cap) to display six-packs of
Pepsi.

VISUAL
• Frontal Presentation: Often, it is not possible to
MERCHANDISING
create effective displays and efficiently store items at
the same time. But it’s(VM)
important to show as much

of the merchandise as possible.
• One solution to this dilemma is the frontal
presentation, a method of displaying merchandise in
which the retailer exposes as much of the product as
possible to catch the customer’s eye.
• Book manufacturers, for instance, make great efforts
to create eye- catching covers. But bookstores
usually display books exposing only the spine. To
create an effective display and break the monotony,
book retailers often face an occasional cover out like

CREATING AN APPEALING STORE
To provide a rewarding shopping experience, retailers
ATMOSPHERE
go beyond presenting appealing merchandise.
For example, Disney plans to spend about $1 million a
store to create a highly entertaining and rewarding
experience for its customers using
interactive
technology.
The chain’s traditional approach of displaying row after
row of toys and apparel geared to Disney franchises
will be given a high-tech makeover.
Children will be able to watch film clips of their own
selections in a theater, participate in karaoke contests,
or chat live with Disney Channel stars via satellite.

CREATING AN APPEALING STORE
Store Atmospherics refer to of an
ATMOSPHERE
the
design
environment
stimulation of the five senses.
by
The
elements
of lighting
store in a store involves more than
• Lighting:
Good
atmospherics
are:
simply illuminating
space. Lighting can highlight
merchandise, sculpt space, and capture a mood or
feeling that enhances the store’s image. Retailers
explore ways to save energy with technologically
advanced lighting.
A good lighting system helps create a sense of
excitement in the store.
Lighting helps “popping the merchandise”, focusing

CREATING AN APPEALING STORE
• Colour: The creative use of colour can enhance a
ATMOSPHERE
retailer’s image and help create a mood. Warm
colours (red, gold, and yellow) produce emotional,
vibrant, hot, and active responses, whereas cool
colours (white, blue, and green) have a peaceful,
gentle, calming effect. Colours may have a different
impact depending on the culture of the customers.
For instance, research suggests that FrenchCanadians respond more to warm-colour decors,
whereas Anglo-Canadians respond more positively
to cool colours.
• Music: Like color and lighting, music can either add
to or detract from a retailer’s total atmospheric

CREATING AN APPEALING STORE
• Scent: Smell has a large impact on customer’s mood
ATMOSPHERE
and emotions. Scent, in conjunction with music, has
a positive impact on the customer’s level of
excitement and satisfaction with the shopping
experience.
• Scents that are neutral produce more positive
feelings towards the store than no scent.
• Stores using scents are known to improve customers’
subjective shopping experience by making them feel
that they are spending less
time examining
merchandise or waiting for sales help or to check
out.
• Retailers use different essences in different

CREATING AN APPEALING STORE
The impact of the store’s environment depends on the
ATMOSPHERE
customer’s shopping goals.
The two basic shopping goals are task completion
(utilitarian), such as buying a new suit for a job
interview, and recreation (hedonic, such as spending a
saturday afternoon with a friend wandering through a
mall). When customers are shopping to complete a
task that they view as inherently unrewarding, they
prefer to be in a soothing, calming environment—a
simple atmosphere with slow music, dimmer lighting,
and blue-green colors. However, when customers go
shopping for fun, an inherently rewarding activity,
they want to be in an exciting atmosphere—a

WEB SITE DESIGN OF A
• Retailers website should be simple and not cluttered
RETAILER

• It should connect products that are similar
in
prize
and
also complementary
products
• Blend website with the store
• Web designers should strive for realistic colours and
sharpness.
• Setting priorities for merchandise displays and
locations is just as important on a Web site as it is in
a physical store.
• The site should be designed to advise customers and
guide them to the
most important or most

WEB SITE DESIGN OF A
• Type of Layout - When shopping on the web,
RETAILER
customers are interested in speed, convenience, and
ease of navigation, not necessarily fancy graphics.
• Checkout - The problem of abandoned carts at
checkout is more acute
with Internet stores.
Approximately half of all online customers abandon
their purchases during the checkout process - one of
the greatest causes of lost revenue for online retailers.
Some tips for lessening the abandoned online cart
problem are as follows:
Make the process seem clear and simple.
Close off the checkout process.
Make the process navigable without threatening the

CRM in
Retail

CRM in Retail
• Customer relationship management (CRM) is a business
philosophy and set of strategies, programs, and systems
that focuses on identifying and building loyalty with a
retailer’s most valued customers.
• The retailer’s goal of CRM is to develop a base of loyal
customers and increase its share of wallet (the
percentage of the customers’ purchases made from the
retailer) by providing more value to their best customers
by using targeted, more personalized promotions and
services.
•.

CON..
• Retailers are more profitable when they focus
on retaining and increasing sales to their best
customers rather than attempting to generate
sales from new customers.
• The ultimate goal of CRM is to develop a base
of loyal customers who patronize the retailer
frequently

• Customer loyalty: Customers are committed to
purchasing merchandise and services from the retailer
and will resist the activities of competitors attempting to
attract their patronage.

• CRM is a process that turns customer data into customer
loyalty through four activities:
(1) Collecting Customer Data: This database is part of the
data warehouse and contains all the data the firm has
collected about its customers and is the foundation for
subsequent CRM activities.

Customer Database

• Transactions: A complete history of the purchases made by
the customer, including the purchase date, price paid, the
amount of profit, and whether
merchandise was
purchased in response to a special promotion.
• Customer Contacts: Record of the interactions that the
customer has had with the retailer, including visits to the
retailer’s web site, inquiries made through in-store kiosks,
and telephone calls made to the retailer’s call center and
so on.
• Customer Preferences: Customer likes and preference,
such as favorite colors, brands, fabrics, size, flavors etc.
• Descriptive Information: Demographic and psychographic
data describing the customer that can be used in
developing market segments.

Identifying
• It is easier to construct a database for catalog, Internet,
and warehouse club Information
customers.
• Customers buying merchandise through non-store
channels must provide their contact information, name,
and address so that the purchases can be sent to them.
• It is also easy to keep track of purchases made by
customers patronizing warehouse clubs because they
need to present their membership cards when they
make a purchase.
• In the above cases, the identification of the customer is
always linked to the transaction.
• However, identifying most customers who are making instore transactions is more difficult because they may pay
cash, or a third-party credit card such as Visa or

Identifying
• Four approaches that store-based
Information
overcome this problem
are:

retailers use to

(1) asking customers for their identifying information –
name, phone number and address.
(2) using biometrics to identify customers - Customers
entering the store can have their finger scanned to
receive a printout of their personalized product
discounts.
(3) offering frequent shopper programs - Frequentshopper programs or Loyalty programs, are programs
that identify and provide rewards to customers who
patronize a retailer. Some retailers issue customers a
frequent- shopper card where the customer
transaction data is automatically captured when the

Identifying
(4) connecting Internet and store purchasing data - When
Information
customers use third-party credit cards such as Visa or
MasterCard to make a purchase in a store, the retailer
cannot identify the purchase by the customer. However, if
the customer uses the same credit card while shopping at
the retailer’s web site and provide shipping information,
the retailer is in a position to connect the credit card
purchases through its store and electronic channels.
• However, customers are concerned that retailers are
violating their privacy when they collect this detailed
personal information and that the data may not be
secure.
• Customers have to rely on retailers to take the necessary

CRM in
(2) Analyzing the Customer Data and Identifying Target
Retail
Customers
• Two objectives for analyzing the customer database are:
identifying patterns in the data that can improve the
effectiveness of retailing decisions such as forecasting
sales and allocating merchandise to stores
 deciding where to place merchandise categories in a
store.
• Retailers need to do analysis such as:
Retail analytics - application of statistical techniques and
models to find patterns in customer purchase data and
make recommendations for improving the effectiveness
of retailers.

CRM in
• Retailers have to identify the best customers
Retail

Using information in the customer database, retailers
can develop a score or number indicating how valuable
customers are to the firm.
A commonly used measure to score each customer is
called Customer lifetime value (CLV), that is the expected
contribution from customers to the retailer’s profits over
their entire relationship with the retailer.
To estimate CLV, retailers use past behaviors to forecast
future purchases,
the gross margin from these
purchases, and the costs including the cost of
advertising, promotions used to acquire the customers,
and processing merchandise that the customers have
returned

CRM in
Retail

Customer Pyramid
• For most retailers, a relatively small number of
customers account for the majority of their profits. This
condition is often called the 80-20 rule - 80 percent of
the sales or profits come from 20 percent of the
customers.
• Thus, retailers could group their customers into two
categories on the basis of their CLV scores. One group
would be the 20 percent of the customers with the
highest CLV scores, and the other group would be the
rest.
• However, this two-segment scheme, “best” and “rest,”
does not consider important differences among the 80
percent of customers in the “rest” segment.

Customer
Pyramid

CRM in
• Platinum Segment: Composed of the customers with the
top 25 percent CLVs. Retail
They are the most profitable and
loyal customers who, because of their loyalty, are not
much concerned about merchandise prices. Customers
in this quartile buy a lot of the merchandise sold by the
retailer and often place more value on customer service.
• Gold Segment: The next quartile of customers, in terms
of their CLVs, make the gold segment. Even though they
buy a significant amount of merchandise from the
retailer, they are not as loyal as platinum customers and
probably patronize some of the retailer’s competitors.
The profitability levels of the gold-tier customers are less
than those of the platinum-tier customers because price
plays a greater role in their decision making.

CRM in
• Iron Segment: The customers in this quartile purchase a
Retail but their spending
modest amount of merchandise,
levels, loyalty, and profitability are not substantial
enough for special treatment. They are not profitable to
the retail organization.
• Lead Segment: Customers with the lowest CLVs can
make a negative contribution to the firm’s income. They
often demand a lot of attention but do not buy much
from the retailer, or they buy a lot of merchandise on
sale and abuse return privileges. They may even cause
additional problems by complaining about the firm to
others. They are not at all profitable to the retail
organization.

CRM in
Retail
RFM analysis

• RFM Analysis (recency, frequency,
monetary analysis), often used by catalog retailers and
direct marketers, is a scheme for identifying the
retailer’s best prospects on the basis of how recently
they have made a purchase, how frequently they make
purchases, and how much they have bought.

CRM in
(3) Developing CRM Programs
Retail

Retailers then develop CRM programs for the different
customer segments. For example, the CRM programs
directed toward customers in the high-CLV segment (highRFM value) attempt to maintain loyalty, increase retention,
and gain a greater share of wallet by providing more value
to them.
Some customers that have a low-CLV and have made
infrequent, small
purchases might be first-time
customers.
The objective of CRM programs directed toward this
segment of customers is to convert them into repeat
customers and eventually high-value customers.
However, customers who have a low lifetime value, have
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CRM in
• Frequent-Shopper Programs - used to both build a
customer database by Retail
identifying customers by their
transactions and encourage repeat purchase behavior and
retailer loyalty.
• Special Customer Services - Some retailers provide
unusually high-quality customer service to build and
maintain the loyalty of their best customers.
• Personalization – Retailers offer unique benefits and target
messages to individual customers. They have the ability to
develop programs for small groups of customers and even
specific individuals. Developing retail programs for small
groups or individual customers is referred to as 1- to - 1
retailing.
• Community - A retail brand community is a group of

CRM in Retail
(4) Implementing CRM Programs
• The effective implementation of CRM programs requires
the close coordination of activities by different functions
in a retailer’s organization.
• The IT department needs to collect and analyze the
relevant information and make it readily accessible to
the employees implementing the programs
• The frontline service providers and sales associates are
responsible for communicating with customers through
impersonal channels (mass advertising, direct mail, email).
• Store operations and human resource management
needs to hire, train, and motivate the employees who
will be using the information to deliver personalized

UNIT-VI

Retail Logistics

Retail
logistics are concerned
Logistics

• Retailing and
with product
availability
• Logistics is viewed as the competent which links an
enterprise with its consumers and suppliers.
• Philip Kotler (2001) defines logistics as “planning,
implementing and controlling the physical flows of
materials and final goods from point of origin to point of
use to meet customer’s need at a profit”.
• Information from and about customers flows through the
enterprise in the form of sales activity, forecast and
orders. This information is thus
translated into
manufacturing and purchasing plans.
• As the product and materials are procured, value

Retail
• The process of logistics can be viewed in terms of two
Logistics
inter-related efforts, inventory
flow and information flow
• In order to make products available, retailers have to
manage their logistics in terms of product movement
and demand management.
• Retailers need to know what is selling through their
stores and their websites, anticipate and react quickly
to changes in demand. At the same time they need to
be able to
move less demand-volatile (having
unpredictable demand) products in an efficient and costeffective manner.
• Logistics is the aspect of supply chain management that
refers to the planning, implementation, and control of
the efficient flow and storage of goods, services, and

Retail Logistics
The logistics management task is concerned with
managing the components of the ‘logistics mix’. The
components are:
i.Storage Facilities: Retailers manage the warehouse or
stock room facilities to enable them to keep stock in
anticipation of, or to react to, demand for products.
ii.Inventory: All retailers hold stock to some extent. He
should understand the amount of stock or inventory
(finished products and/or component parts) that has to
be held for each product and the location of this stock to
meet demand changes.
iii.Transportation: Most products have to be transported
in some way at some stage from production to
consumption. Retailers therefore have to manage a

Retail Logistics
iv.Unitization and Packaging: Consumers generally buy
products in small quantities. They sometimes make
purchase decisions based on product presentation and
packaging.
Retailers are concerned to develop products that are easy
to handle in logistics terms, do not cost too much to
package or handle, yet retain their selling ability on the
shelves.
v.Communications: In order to get products to where
retailers need them, it is necessary to have information,
not only about demand and supply, but also about
volumes, stock, prices and movements.
Retailers have thus become increasingly concerned with
being able to capture data at appropriate points in the

Supply Chain
• Supply Chain Management (SCM) involves the
management ofManagement
flow of goods and(SCM)
services and includes
all processes that transform the raw material into final
products. It involves active streamlining of a business’
supply side activities.
• According to the Council of SCM Professionals: “SCM
encompasses the planning and controlling of all
processes involved in procurement,
conversion,
transportation and distribution across a supply chain.
SCM includes coordination and collaboration between
partners, which can be suppliers, intermediaries, third
party service providers, and customers. In essence, SCM
integrates supply and demand management within and
between companies in order to serve the needs of end-

Strategic Advantage through
I. Competitive Advantage
Efficient SCM

• Supply chain management and information systems have
become important tools for achieving a sustainable
competitive advantage.
• Supply chain management is a set of activities and
techniques firms employ to efficiently and effectively
manage the flow of merchandise from the vendors to the
retailer’s customers. These activities ensure that the
customers are able to purchase merchandise in the
desired quantities at a preferred location and appropriate
time.
• Efficient supply chain management is important to retailers
because it can provide a strategic advantage that
increases product availability and an inventory turnover

Strategic Advantage through
• A critical factor in Walmart’s success is its information and
SCM recognize this
SCM systems. Even Efficient
though competitors
advantage, they have difficulty achieving the same level of
performance as Walmart’s systems because:
1. Walmart has made substantial initial and continuing
investments in developing its systems over a long period
of time.
2. It has the scale economies.
3. The supply chain activities take place within the firm and
are not easily known and copied by competitors.
4. The effective use of these systems requires top
management support and the coordinated effort of
employees and functional areas throughout the
company.

Strategic Advantage through
II. Product Availability Efficient SCM

• Efficient SCM provides benefits to retailers and their
customers that translate into greater sales, lower costs,
higher inventory turnover, and lower markdowns for
retailers. The benefits are:
(1) Fewer Stock outs: Stock out occurs when an SKU that a
customer wants is not available. It has significant short
and long term effects on sales and profits.
(2) Tailored Assortments: It is ensured that the right
merchandise is available at the right store. Most national
retail chains adjust assortments in their stores on the
basis of climate, fashion, characteristics of customers in
each store’s local market etc.

Strategic Advantage through
III. Higher Return on Assets
Efficient SCM
• An efficient supply chain and information system improves
the ROA as it increases sales and net profit margins,
without increasing inventory.
• Net sales increase because customers are offered more
attractive, tailored assortments that are in stock. Net
profit margin is improved by increasing the gross margin
and lowering expenses.
• An information system that coordinates buyers and
vendors allows retailers to obtain the merchandise at a
lower cost, thus improving their gross margins.
• Retailers also can lower their operating expenses by
coordinating deliveries, thus reducing

Example: Amazon is a US e-commerce and cloud computing
company. Their
headquarters are based in Seattle,
Washington and they are the largest internet- based retailer
in the United States. Amazon was one of the first companies
that started selling book online. Currently their range of
products doesn’t stop there;
they also sell music,
videogames, shoes, clothing, luggage and many other
accessories. Amazon offers about everything you can think
of and their variety in offers and products along with their
customer driven shopping and recommendations is a hit
with customers. One of the reasons why Amazon can have
such a wide spectrum of products is the fact that they are
not limited by physical spaces, since they don’t have actual
stores. Their supply chain goes from the lowest levels of
inventory, through the logistics of the order itself all the way
up to an outstanding distribution chain of their products in
an international scale. Amazon can currently ship close to

Push and Pull
Supply Chain
The supply chain decision
that retailers make for
determining whether merchandise will be pushed from the
distribution centers to the stores or pulled from the
distribution centers to the stores:
Push Supply Chain: A lesser sophisticated approach, in
which merchandise is allocated to stores on the basis of
forecasted demand. Once a forecast is developed,
specified quantities of merchandise are shipped (pushed)
to distribution centers and stores at predetermined time
intervals.
Pull Supply Chain: A supply chain in which requests for
merchandise are generated at the store level on the basis
of sales data captured by POS terminals. Basically, in this
type of supply chain, the demand for an item pulls it
through the supply chain.

Push and Pull Supply Chain
Pull approach, though more desirable, has limitations:
• It requires a more costly and sophisticated information
system to support it.
• For some merchandise, retailers do not have the flexibility
to adjust inventory levels on the basis of demand. For
example, commitments must be made months in advance
for fashion and private-label apparel. Because these
commitments cannot be easily changed, the merchandise
has to be allocated to the stores at the time the orders are
formulated.
• Push supply chains are efficient for merchandise that has
steady, predictable demand, such as milk and eggs, bath
towels etc.
A pull approach increases inventory turnover and is more

Direct Store Delivery
• The decision to use Direct store delivery (DSD) or
distribution centers depends on the characteristics of the
merchandise and the nature of demand. To determine
which distribution system is more efficient, retailers
balance the total cost of each alternative and the impact
of the alternatives on customer satisfaction.
• DSD is a method of delivering merchandise to stores in
which vendors distribute merchandise directly to the
stores.
• The vendors offering DSD also undertake additional
services such as merchandising (arranging merchandise on
racks or shelves) and information gathering about
inventory levels.
• As part of the DSD process, vendor employees may visit

Distribution
The Distribution Center performs
Centreactivities such as:
1. Coordinating Inbound Transportation: Inbound logistics
refers to the transport, storage and delivery of goods
coming into a business.
2. Receiving and Checking: Receiving is the process of
recording the receipt of merchandise as it arrives at a
distribution center. Checking is the process of going
through the goods on receipt to make sure that they
arrived undamaged and that the merchandise ordered is
received properly.
3. Storing and Cross-docking: Once the merchandise is
received and checked, it is either stored or cross-docked.
Cross docking is a logistics procedure where products
from a supplier or manufacturing plant are distributed

Distribution Centre
5. Preparing Shipment to Store: The computer system in the
distribution center generates a list of items to be shipped to
each store on each day. For each item, a pick ticket and
shipping label is generated.
• Pick ticket is a document or display on a screen that
indicates how much of each item to get from
specific storage areas.
• Shipping label indicates the store’s destination and is
attached to the carton.
6. Coordinating Outbound Transportation: Outbound
logistics
refers
to
the
transport, storage and delivery of goods going out of a
business.

Distribution Center versus Direct Store
Delivery
• Distribution centers lower
inventory levels because the
amount of backup
stock needed in a centralized
distribution center is less than the amount of backup stock
needed in all the stores served by the center. Since the
stores get frequent deliveries from the distribution center,
they need to carry relatively less extra merchandise as
backup stock. Thus, distribution centers enable the retailer
to carry less merchandise in the individual stores, and this
results in lower inventory investments system wide.
• Retail store space is much more expensive than space at a
distribution center.
• Distribution centers are usually located in remote areas
near highways, while stores are located in more expensive
areas near customers’ homes.

Distribution Center versus Direct Store
Delivery
• Distribution centers, however,
are not appropriate for all
retailers.
• If retailers have only a few outlets, the expense of a
distribution center is unjustified.
• Direct store delivery gets merchandise to the stores
faster and thus is used for fragile items and for
perishable goods like snacks, bread, milk, ice cream etc.
• Some vendors provide direct store delivery for retailers
to ensure that their products are on the store’s shelves,
properly displayed, and fresh. For example, employees
delivering Frito-Lay snacks directly to supermarkets
replace products that have been on the shelf too long
and are stale, replenish products that have been sold,
and arrange products so that they are neatly displayed

Bull – Whip Effect
• Supply chain efficiency improves when vendors and
retailers share information and work together.
• By collaborating, vendors can plan their purchases of raw
materials and their production processes to match the
needs of retailer’s merchandise.
• Thus, vendors can make sure that the merchandise is
available “just in time,” when the retailer needs it,
without having to stock excessive inventory in the
vendor’s warehouse or the retailer’s distribution centers
or stores.
• When retailers and vendors do not coordinate their
supply chain management activities, excess inventory
builds up in the system.
• This buildup of inventory in an uncoordinated channel is

Bull – Whip Effect
The bullwhip effect was first discovered by Procter &
Gamble, which saw that its orders from retailers for
Pampers disposable diapers were shaped like a bullwhip,
with wide swings in quantity ordered, even though retail
sales were relatively constant. It was found that the
retailers were ordering, on average, more inventory than
they really needed.

Causes of Bull – Whip Effect
• Delays in Transmitting Orders and Receiving
Merchandise: Sometimes the retailers may forecast
sales accurately, but still there may be delays in getting
orders to the vendor and receiving those orders from the
vendor. In an uncoordinated supply chain, retailers might
not know how fast they can get the merchandise, and
thus they may order excess to prevent stockouts.
• Over-reacting to Shortages: When retailers find it
difficult to get the merchandise they want, they order
more than they need to prevent stockouts, hoping they
will receive a larger partial shipment. On an average, the
vendor ships more than the retailer really needs.
• Ordering in Batches: Rather than generating a number of
small orders, retailers wait and place larger orders to

Reverse
• The Logistics system usually move products to customers.
Logistics
At times the products
move backward through the supply
chain, means from the point of consumption to the point
of origin, this process is known as Reverse Logistics.
• Thus Reverse logistics (RL) is the process of disposing of
merchandise returned by customers and/or stores.
• Rogers and Tibben-Lembke, define RL as: “The process of
planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient,
cost effective flow of raw materials, in-process inventory,
finished goods and related information from the point of
consumption to the point of origin for the purpose of
recapturing value or proper disposal”
• The reverse-logistics system processes merchandise that is
returned because it is damaged, has been recalled, is no

Reverse
• The returned merchandise might involve returns from a
Logistics
customer to a retail store, from a retail store to a
distribution center, or from a distribution center to a
vendor
• The returned items may be damaged or lack the
original shipping carton and thus require
special handling.
• Transportation costs are high because items are
shipped back in
small
quantities.
• Reverse logistics is sometimes called ‘aftermarket supply
chain’, ‘aftermarket logistics’ or ‘retrogistics’.

E-TAILING

Introduction
• E – Tailing stands for Electronic Retailing.
• Combination of E – Commerce and Retail.
• The sale of goods and services through the
Internet.
• It can include business-to-business and businessto-consumer sales.
• E-tailing revenue can come from the sale of
products and services, through subscriptions to
website content, or through advertising.
• Beneficial to both customers and retailers.

Process
• Customer
Visit:
The
customer
access
the
website of the
e-tailer
through
his/her
mobile, PC, or
Laptop.

Process
4. Ordering: The buyer can
order items. For ordering
there are few steps:




Submit the order
Enter your name
Enter your phone/mobile
no
 Enter your Email ID
 Enter your address with
land mark
 Delivery preferred time
 Enter your order

Process
• 5. Payment : Several methods of payment are
possible:
Credit/Debit Card: The buyer will need a credit card or
debit card for most sites. Allow the website to save the
payment details so the buyer do not have to provide a
card number every time he/she shop.
 Net Banking: Majority of the website support a large
number of bank. The
security of transactions are ensured using secure
gateways.
Cash on Delivery(COD): If the customer chooses to pay
when the product is delivered only basic details will be
collected. Easiest and the most secure way.

Process
• 6. Product Delivery: It
depends upon the
nature and availability
of the product.
 The products are not delivered by the E-tailers.
 It is done by Third party
logistic providers like
Bluedart, Aramex,
Delhivery, IndiaOnTime,
First Flight etc.
 They would be given notice of the order placed.
 After that the product is shipped.

• 7. Customer Feedback: The experience of the

Types of Goods handled in Etailing
Goo
ds

Perisha
ble

NonPerisha
ble

Non-Perishable Goods
• Non-perishable are items that do not spoil or
decay.
• Example: canned goods, all pasta types, sugar,
flour, curls, spices.
• Transportation and storage is much easier in
the case of Non – Perishable Goods.

Perishable
Goods

• Goods that are subject to decay or
spoilage. Such as food,
pharmaceuticals, flowers.
• Meat, poultry, fish, shellfish and dairy
products or any cooked vegetable, starch or
grain products.
• Proper care should be taken for their transport
and storage.
• Process involved is same as that of Non –
Perishable goods, but the transportation
mechanism varies.

Perishable Goods
 Issues:

 Food will spoil if exposed to improper temperatures or
humidity levels or long
periods of time prior to consumption.
Pharmaceuticals can become unsafe or ineffective if
temperatures or humidity levels exceed allowable
ranges.
 Plastic becomes brittle in low temperatures.
 Government Regulations.
 Solutions:
Choosing the right type of packaging like thermal
packing and testing it before shipping.
 Selecting a provider that can offer visibility into your
packages at all times and
provide temperature monitoring in transit.
Use testing chambers to simulate the range in
temperatures and humidity levels that goods may
encounter.

Advantages
• 1. Cost: The presence of software like e-tailware
has made it an extremely simple task for online
retailers to keep up-to-date with prices of the
competitors.
• 2. Access : The consumer does not have to travel
or go anywhere to see the products/services of
online retailers.
• 3. Inventory: Larger number and variety of
inventory, both products and services can be
placed online without worrying about limited
space and product placement on shelves.

Advantages
• 4. Flexible time: From the comfort of ones
home, individuals can access the E-tailing sites
24/7 and even shop in the middle of the night.
• 5. Globalization: In today's day and age, to be
successful, one has to market its products
globally.
• 6. Consumer data collection through cookies and
web usage.
• 7. Customers avoid unpleasant sales
environments-stress.

Disadvantages
• 1. Cost for website maintenance.
• 2. Fulfillment problems: Slow delivery time is the
concern mentioned by most online shoppers.
• 3. Payment and security concerns: With major
problems like credit card frauds and scams,
people are worried that their private
information will be used and abused if given out
online.
• 4. Lack of sensory appreciation of product/sense
stimulation:
Firstly, For products like perfumes we need to

Disadvantage
s

5. Lack of sales persons and personal service:
Some individuals seek 1-on-1 advice of sales
employee and are unable to make online
purchases without such help.
• 6. Lack of social environment: Seeing and
understanding the company culture is of utmost
importance to some shoppers.
• 7. Technological issues: Some entrepreneurs
feel helpless, as they have to be dependent on
others to run their online retailing sites.
• 8. Difficulty in return of goods: Some
consumers find that the idea of sending
back a product that they don't like is
•

Top E-tailers
• Amazon
• E-bay
• FlipKart
• Snapdeal
• Myntra
• Jabong
• Indiatime
s
• HomeSho
p18

• Jungle
e
• Tradu
s
• Rediff
• Saholi
c
• Naapt
ol
• Yebhi

And lots

IT in Retail Industry

Flow of
Presentation
 Why IT in Retail
 Roadblocks
 Technology evolution

 IT in retail of Grocery
 IT in retail of Apparels

Why IT is required in
Retail?
 Supply Chain improvement.
 Improve the accuracy of demand forecasts and









production plans.
Reduce unsold inventory through online auctions.
Efficiency across business functions
Data processing and analysis
Customer experience and loyalty.
Advertising and promotions
Multi-channel retailing

Roadbloc
ks
 Theft and Crime
 Product complexity

 Supply chain challenges
 Process complexity
 Staff Training
 Empowered Customer

Information technology in Retail
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
•As name implies, RFID is an ID-identificationsystem
• Relies on a small chip that is implanted in a tag.
•The chip can record and store data, such as a serial
number, price or purchase record.
•Electronic scanner can use radio
signals to read or track the ID tag.

Use of RFID in Retail
RFID Smart Labeling
• Monitor unattended inventory
• Shipping and Receiving applications
• Provide real time tracking and locating of tagged
items on shelves
Check-out Process
• Reduce time spent in line
 Reduce labor/time cost of employees
 Streamline check-out process with ability to
scan multiple items and pay for them all at
once
Inventory Control

Use of Point of sale ( POS)
 Point of sale (POS) systems is electronic systems for Capturing

data at the time and place of sale.
 Uses computers or specialized terminals that are combined with
cash registers, bar code readers, optical scanners and magnetic
stripe readers for accurately and instantly capturing the
transaction.
 Basic point of sale systems currently in use includes:
Standalone electronic cash registers, also known as ECRs
ECR-based network systems
Controller-based systems
 POS software can also allow for functions such as pre-planned
promotional sales, manufacturer coupon validation
 Eg Wipro

 SmartOps System

Smartops( acquired by SAP) enterprise software
solutions support many initiatives and challenges
associated with different manufacturing and distribution
industries from Lean Manufacturing, Just-In-Time (JIT),
and Six Sigma initiatives.
 Warehouse management system( WMS) software

Integrates human activity with IT and is effective in
managing warehouse business
Begins with receipt of Supplier and ends with shipments
to customer

•Maintain real time physical inventories
•Maintain distribution records
•Streamline warehouse administration
• Merchandising flow can be

accelerated

Information Technology in Reliance
Fresh
 Software – SAP

 Billing counter- Scanners
 Inventory Management-

Hand Held Terminals

Reliance Fresh, Subhash Chowk,Gurukul

IT in Grocery
Stores
Locating Products
 Aisle411 empowers anyone with a mobile phone to
find products within retail stores

Self-Serve Scanning
 Hand-held in-store scanners as well as its mobile app

enable shoppers to scan bar codes and let customers ring
up purchases as they stroll through supermarket aisles.

Management Alerts When More Register
Are Needed
 A system which counts the number of people

entering and leaving the store using heat-sensitive
infrared sensors.
Supermarket Mobile Apps
Kid-Friendly Carts

Technology in Technology in
Retail
 Virtual Mannequins:
This was shown by team Lab Hanger at FRAPBOIS Exhibition. In this,
customers were shown triggering virtual mannequins while removing a
hanger from the rail.

 Augmented Reality:
American Apparel with the help of Vuforia app
used this concept at the point of sale to unlock a

range of options.

Technology in Retail
Browse and Order Hubs:
M&S Browse and Order Hubs T allow
users to browse the catalogue or scan
barcodes on items and explore product
information.

Virtual
Show:

Reality

Catwalk

Topshop in 2014 used this technology
to live stream a virtual reality
experience of its London Fashion
Week show.

